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APPLICATION OF A GLOBAL SOLAR WIND/PLANETARY
OBSTACLE INTERACTION COMPUTATIONAL MODEL:
EARTH, VENUS, MARS, JUPITER, AND SATURN STUDIES
SUMMARY
A summary report is provided of the work performed under
NASA Contract No. NASW-3791. This work relates to a series of
collaborative investigations involving the application of a com-
putational model for the determination of the detailed plasma and
magnetic field properties associated with the global interaction
of the solar wind with various planetary obstacles throughout the
solar system. The theoretical method is based on an established
single fluid, steady, dissipationless, magnetohydrodynamic con-
tinuum model, and is appropriate for the calculation of super-
sonic, super-Alfvfinic solar wind flow past planetary obstacles.
The investigations undertaken relate to studies of various solar
wind interaction phenomena with Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, and
Saturn. This report provides a concise description of the
problems studied, a summary of all the important research
results, and copies of the publications.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This is the final summary report under Contract No. NASW-
3791 for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. All
of the important results from the research performed under this
contract have been reported in the open literature, both in
scientific journals and as technical papers at scientific
meetings with appropriate acknowledgement of NASA support. This
summary report provides a description of the problems studied, a
summary of the most important results obtained, and a reference
list and copies of all publications resulting from the research.
2. STATEMENT OF PROBLEMS INVESTIGATED
The problems toward which the research under this contract
was directed involved the application of a previously developed
computational model (references 1-3) capable of determining the
detailed plasma and magnetic field properties in the magneto-
sheath region associated with the three-dimensional global inter-
action of the solar wind with various planetary obstacles
throughout the solar system. A series of collaborative investi-
gations were undertaken which used the model to provide a
theoretical understanding of various solar wind interaction
phenomena.
The theoretical method employed is based on an established,
continuum, single fluid, steady, dissipationless magnetohydro-
dynamic model that is appropriate for the calculation of super-
sonic, super-Alfv6nic solar wind flow past magneto/ionopause
obstacle shapes typical of terrestrial planets. The overall
objective was the enablement of rational quantitative modeling
studies to be performed on different interaction phenomena
related to the global solar wind interaction problem with the
planetary obstacles associated with Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter,
and Saturn. Predictive results from the model enable the
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investigation of plasma and field properties in the interaction
region in a detail heretofore impossible, and thereby provide the
necessary theoretical comparative basis for interpreting the
observations.
A series of eight investigations were undertaken as follows:
• Distant planetary Mach cone and bow shock studies for Venus,
Earth, and Mars
• Magnetospheric source of energetic particles upstream of
Earth's bow shock.
• Locations of magnetic field merging sites on the Earth's
magnetopause
9 Asymmetries in magnetic field merging sites on the Earth's
magnetopause.
• Magnetic field draping on the Earth's magnetopause.
« Intrinsic magnetic field of Mars
• Venusian ionopause studies
o BOW shock studies of Jupiter and Saturn.
3. SUMMARY OF RESEARCH RESULTS
3.1 Terrestrial Planet Applications - Venus, Earth
and Mars
With regard to terrestrial planetary applications of the
model, a series of seven collaborative investigations were under-
taken with other space scientists in which theoretical
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predictions from the present models were employed to interpret
observational plasma and field results and to augument other
theoretical analyses. These studies are described below.
An investigation, made with Dr. J. A. Slavin of J.P.L. and
Professor R. E. Holzer of the Institute of Geophysics and Plane-
tary physics, U.C.L.A., employed the flow field predictive capa-
bility of the model to investigate the asympototic behavior of
planetary Mach cones. Mach cone angles determined from observa-
tional distant bow shock shapes and positions for solar wind
flows past Venus, Earth, and Mars were compared in reference 4
with far downstream predictions from the gas dynamic model. The
results verified that the model, which is already known to pre-
dict good results in regions ahead of and up to the terminator,
also yields good results downstream beyond the terminator to
certain distances for each the planets. These downstream
distances were found to be -4 RQb at Venus, -6 Rob at Earth, and
-10 RQb at Mars, where R^ denotes the particular obstacle nose
radius.
For each of the planets discrepancies appear farther down-
stream of these points, however, presumably due to the difference
between the MHD fast mode Mach number and the sonic Mach number
inherent in the present gas dynamic model. The tendency to
achieve better agreement between gasdynamic theory and observa-
tion at larger downstream distances for these various obstacles
as the planetary distance from the sun increases (i.e., Venus,
Earth, Mars) is attributed to the increase in accuracy of the gas
dynamic approximation with decreasing IMF strength. These
results suggest that gas dynamic theory predictions for far down-
stream flows about planetary obstacles will be very accurate for
flows past the large bodies (Jupiter, Saturn) in the outer solar
system.
A series of collaborative efforts were next carried out
which focused primarily on employing the magnetic field predic-
tive capability of the present model to study a variety of
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different solar wind magnetic interaction phenomena. These
studies were carried out in collaboration mainly with Dr. J. G.
Luhmann, Professor C. T. Russell, and Dr. N. U. Crocker of the
Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Studies, U.C.L.A.
In reference 5 a study was made of the magnetospheric source
of energetic particles observed upstream of the Earth's bow
shock. Calculations were performed in which those magnetosheath
field lines predicted by the model to drape over the magnetopause
were traced from the magnetopause to the bow shock. This was
done to locate regions at the shock that should be populated with
magnetospheric particles. Subsets of those fields lines that
connect to potential sites of magnetic merging on the magneto-
pause were also traced in the event that leakage occurs pre-
ferentially where normal components of the field are present
across the boundary.
In reference 6 the predictive model was employed to investi-
gate patterns of magnetic field merging sites on the Earth's
magnetopause. Predictions of the magnetospheric field based on
the Hedgecock and Thomas model and predictions of the magneto-
sheath field based on the current model were used to determine
the relative orientations between the two fields at locations in
the vicinity of the dayside magnetopause. Areas on the magneto-
pause with various degrees of antiparallelness between the two
fields for various orientations of the IMF were obtained for the
purpose of locating potential field merging sites and displayed
as contour diagrams. The results suggest that large fractions of
the magnetopause surface are suitable for merging for IMF's that
are primarily southward or radial in direction.
In reference 7 a study was made of asymmetries in magnetic
field merging sites for the Earth's magnetopause. Employing the
same ideas as developed in reference 6, the model was employed to
investigate, as a function of IMF orientation, the degree of
asymmetry induced in merging site locations on the magneto-
pause. These regions where the draped magnetosheath magnetic
-5-
field is nearly antiparallel to the model geomagnetic field are
shown to be asymmetric for an interplanetary magnetic field (IMF)
at the garden hose angle, as suggested by Heelis. When the IMF
has a southward component, the asymmetry favors the dawn region
for both IMF polarities. The dusk region is favored when the IFM
has a northward component. If the regions of antiparallel fields
are assumed to be sites of maximum magnetic merging, then the
asymmetry is consistent with observed seasonal variations of
geomagnetic activity and with dawn-displaced magnetospheric
phenomena. In the alternate merging geometry of a line passing
through the subsolar region, the asymmetry is predominantly
north-south rather than dawn-dusk. Merging line geometry is
consistent with the seasonal variations but not with the dawn-
displaced phenomena. However, in view of available direct obser-
vations of merging signatures in the subsolar region, it is
suggested that merging sites may be determined by some combina-
tion of the antiparallel and merging line hypotheses.
In reference 8 the model was employed to study magnetic
field draping against the Earth's dayside magnetopause. Inter-
planetary magnetic fields observed upstream of Earth's magneto-
sphere at ISEE 3 provided input to the model. Model results near
the magnetopause were compared with appropriately lagged obser-
vations at ISEE 1. In 16 of 24 cases, the angle between the
transervse component of the model and observed fields is less
than 20°. The agreement is surprisingly good in view of the
uncertainty introduced by the large distances between ISEE 1 and
ISEE 3. The results indicate that magnetohydrodynamic and energy
transfer processes at the magnetopause do not cause large dis-
tortions of the magnetosheath magnetic field. In addition, a
comparison between observed and model field magnitudes indicates
that immediately outside the magnetopause the observed field
behaves like the model field at a distance of 0.5 Rg from the
magnetopause, outside the region where magnetophydrodynamic
effects made the gasdynamic model inapplicable. Patterns of
model magnetic field orientation at the magnetopause are pre-
sented for practical application.
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In reference 9 the predictive model was employed to investi-
gate the continuing question of whether the Mars-3 spacecraft
observation of January 21, 1982 was of a Martian magnetosphere or
of a compressed IMF in the magnetosheath. In this study, the gas
dynamic model was first employed to generate the global flow
field. Then the magnetic field computational module was re-
peatedly employed to investigate whether an appropriate IMF could
be determined which would produce the same time history variation
of magnetic field that was observed. Based upon the results, it
was found that a good simulation of the observed magnetic vari-
ation could be made purely on the basis of a magnetosheath field
without invoking an entry into a putative Martian magnetosphere
to explain the observations.
A final terrestrial planet collaborative study is underway
involving Dr. William Knudsen • of Lockheed Palo Alto Research
Laboratories regarding Pioneer-Venus velocity potential analyzer
observations and interpretations of the Venusian ionopause boun-
dary shape. The present model is being employed to examine a
more accurate shape determination of the Venusian ionopause based
on measured ionospheric properties at axial locations from the
subsolar point downstream beyond the terminator and into the wake
region. Employment of the flow field predictive capability of
the model to provide details of the plasa and magnetic field
properties in those regions near the ionopause is essential for
understanding the shape of the boundary and the key physical
phenomena present in the data. Presently, flowfield determina-
tions from the model have been made for a series of new and dif-
ferent ionopause shapes.
3.2 Outer Planet Applications - Jupiter and Saturn
In reference 10, a study was made with Drs. J. A. Slavin and
E. J. Smith of J.P.L. employing the flow field predictive
capability of the present model to provide the theoretical basis
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of an examination of solar wind flows past Jupiter and Saturn.
The model was applied to study the mean bow shock shapes and
positions for solar wind flows past these planets. Observations
from Pioneers 10, 11 and Voyagers 1, 2 were used to characterize
the solar wind conditions near the orbits of Jupiter and Saturn
and create pressure corrected models of their bow shock and mag-
netopause surfaces. The present computational model was then
applied to examine bow shock location. The results, based upon
typical oncoming solar wind Mach numbers for the outer solar
system, indicated that the subsolar Jovian and Saturnian magneto-
sheaths are, respectively, 45% and 20% thinner than predicted.
It is suggested that the most plausible cause for this result is
the polar flattening of these magnetospheres which is not
accounted for in the present axisymmetric flow field model.
-8-
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ABSTRACT
This study uses observations by a number of spacecraft to investigate
the asymptotic behavior of planetary bow shocks. Toward this end a
single standard method has been used to model distant bow shock position
and shape. Mach cone angles of 13.9 +. 2°, 11.4 +,3°, and 8.1 +.4° at
Venus, Earth, -and Mars, respectively, were determined from the
observational shock models. These cone angles and their decrease with
growing distance from the sun are generally consistent with downstream
bow shock position being limited by the MHD fast mode Mach number.
Gasdynamic solutions for solar wind flow about Venus, Earth, and Mars
were computed up to 50 RQD (i.e. obstacle radii) behind each planet and
compared with observed bow shock location. In each case the position of
the shock was well predicted up to a certain distance downstream: -4 Egg
at Venus, -6 RQB .at Earth, and -10 RQTJ at Mars. Beyond this point the
observed shock position lies farther from the aberrated sun-planet line
than the gasdynamic model with the discrepancy greatest at Venus and
least at Mars. The better agreement between gasdynamic theory and
observation with .growing distance from the sun is attributed to an
increase in the accurancy of the gasdynamic approximation with
decreasing IMF strength.
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Introduction
Previous studies (Fairfield, 1971; Slavin et al., 1983) have shown
that the position and shape of planetary bow shocks forward of about one
obstacle radius behind the planet are well predicted by single fluid
gasdynamic theory (Spreiter .et al., 1966; Dryer and Faye-Petersen, 1966;
Spreiter-and Stahara, .1980)• .In these theoretical models the presence
of the interplanetary magnetic field is neglected on the grounds of its
smallness in the sense MA2-j#2/(B2/8fr) fc 100. The flow field is then
completely determined by upstream sonic Mach number, M , adiabatic
exponent,V*, and the obstacle shape/position.
While this approach is mathematically valid in the large Alfven
Mach number limit as an .approximation to the MHD equations, the
requirement that - 'the ambient '-magnetic field be neligible is not .met
everywhere. For-^example, investigations of the regions just exterior to
the Venus ionopause (Elphic -et .al., 1980), Earth magnetopause (Crooker
et al., 1979), and Saturn unagnetopause (Smith et al., 1980; Slavin et
al., 1982) have -discovered .a ;;thin .layer of compressed magnetic field
.adjacent -to these -obstacles from which the solar wind plasma has been
lost via field aligned flows. These layers are not present in
gasdynamic theory, but -were predicted by one dimensional (Lees, 1964)
and quasi-two dimensional (Zwan and Wolf, 1976) MHD studies of the
stagnation region.
Another place where the gasdynamic approximation may be a poor
representation is near the .distant downstream bow shock. In this region
the characteristic .lines start to approach the shock at small angles, as
shown in Figure 1, indicating 'that the shock is approaching its "Mach
cone" limit (e.g. Landau and Lifshitz, 1959; Spreiter et al., 1966).
While the effect of the magnetic field on the downstream flow is small
at any given point, the differences between the gasdynamic and
magnetohydrodynamic characteristics can accumulate by the time they
intersect the distant shock. The result is a fast mode MHD Mach cone
that may be significantly larger than the gasdynamic sonic Mach cone.
This study investigates ±he asymptotic behavior of -planetary bow
shocks and the ability of gasdynamic theory to describe .it. Spacecraft
observations at Venus, Earth, and Mars are used to model the shapes and
positions of their distant bow waves. The measured planetary Mach cone
angles are compared with the mean sonic and MHD fast wave Mach numbers
at 0.7, 1.0, and 1.5 AU to assess the downstream influence of the
interplanetary magnetic field. Finally, numerical gasdynamic flow
solutions extending to 50 obstacle radii behind each planet are obtained
and tested against the observed location of the downstream bow shock.
Modeling Bow Shock Position
The bow shocks of Venus and Mars have been modeled using the three
parameter second order method of Slavin et al. (1980) and Slavin and
Holzer (1981). The terrestrial shock was not modeled because the
techniques applied by Fairfield (1971) have already been shown to be
largely equivalent to those employed here (Slavin and Holzer, 1981).
The fitting parameters are the surface eccentricity, £ , the semi-latus
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rectum, L, and the location of the focus along the x' axis, x . The
shock itself is assumed to possess cylindrical symmetry about the solar
wind direction which is taken to be^ opposite the aberrated planet
centered solar ecliptic x axis (i.e. Vgw/|Vgwl«= -x"). All modeling is
performed in the aberrated coordinates using either in situ solar wind
speed or a mean value of 430 km/sec. A more detailed discussion of this
modeling method in comparison with other possible approaches is
contained in Slavin and Holzer (1981).
The near planet bow shock has been found previously to be highly
symmetric about the x' direction in agreement with the predictions of
gasdynamic for flow about an axisymmetric obstacle (Slavin et al., 1980;
Slavin .and Holzer, 1981; Tatrallyay et al., 1983). Farther downstream
the asymmetric nature of the MHD fast wave Mach cone may become
significant. However, the effect should be small for most solar wind
conditions and there are too few distant shock obervations to model this
region as a function of the upstream IMF orientation. Uncertainties
introduced by our .assumption of cylindrical symmetry for the downstream
shock will be-discussed in a.later section.
The equation for a second order model surface in polar form is (see
Slavin and Holzer, 1981)
r = L/(l + £cos») (1)
where r is radial distance from the focus (i.e. X'=XQ) and & is measured
about the focus from the positive x' axis direction. When the
eccentricity in (1) is greater than unity, as is usually the situation
for studies of the distant shock, the resultant curve is a hyperbola.
For any hyperbola asymptotes exist which bound its position and
correspond to the shock wave's Mach cone. They depend only upon the
eccentricity and yield an expression for experimentally determined Mach
cone angle
tan~1((£2-l)1/2) (2)
This expression can be differentiated to obtain the uncertainty in Mach
cone angle as a function of the error in the model eccentricity
(3)
Figure 2 displays typical orbits for Venera 9,10 and the Pioneer
Venus Orbiter, PVO, in relationship to an extrapolated near planet model
surface (Slavin et al., 1980). While PVO provides some excellent
coverage of the forward shock when periapsis is on the nightside, it is
a poor source of information on the location of the distant bow wave
because of its tendency to parallel the shock (Slavin and Holzer, 1981;
Tatrallyay et al. , 1983). Small variations in the flare angle of the
shock appear in the PVO observations as boundary crossings at larger or
smaller values of the x' coordinate. The result is a model surface
which tends to follow the spacecraft trajectory. For this reason we
have not used the PVO observations in modeling the downstream Venus
shock. The lower inclination and less eccentric nature of their orbits
make the Venera 9 and 10 shock crossings (Smirnov et al., 1980) better
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suited for .modeling the distant Venus shock. Near planet shock
crossings by Pioneer Venus were not included because of the solar cycle
variations in the altitude of the forward Cytherean shock discovered by
Slavin <et al. (1979; 1980). With the exception of the Mariner 5 and
Venera 4,6 crossings, the Venus bow shock model produced by this study
is based on solar minimum measurements.
In l/r,cos(6) coordinates centered on the geometric focus, second
order curves become straight lines (see equation 1) and linear least
square fitting techniques may be applied. Figure 3 displays Mariner 5
(Bridge et al., 1967; Russell, 1977), Venera 4 and 6 (Gringauz et al.,
1970), Mariner 10 (Bridge et al., 1974; Russell, 1977), and Venera 9 and
10 (Smirnov et -al., 1980) bow shock crossings in these "conic"
coordinates along with a least square best fit. Despite the goodness of
the -f±t there is =a clear -tendency for the -distribution of points to
curve over below cos(svs) ;= -0.5 and above +0.5. The focus location on
the x' axis .was then systematically varied until the root-mean-square
deviation of the crossings measured normal to the best fit surface was
minimized. Figure 4 plots -the Venus crossings in the conic coordinates
again, but -with the focus now-centered on the optimum xQ=+0.45 Ry. The
rms .deviation in x',(y' +z" ) ' .space is decreased by a factor of 2.6
in going from x =0 to xQ=0.45 R^ .. Figure 5 displays the shock crossings
and best fit model surface in the more usual aberrated cylindrical
coordinates. The uncertainties in the model eccentricity and semi-latus
rectum are approximately ±1%. This is somewhat less than was found for
the near planet Venera 9,10 and Pioneer Venus models by Slavin and
Holzer (1981) because the inclusion the downstream observations permits
less variation in the fitting parameters. The Mach cone determined from
our shock model .and equations (2) and (3) is 13.9°+2°. To test the
sensitivity of our modeling to data selection and modeling techniques,
we have calculated Mach cone angles from two other Venus shock modeling
studies. Given the results of our error analysis, there is reasonable
agreement between the 13.9°+2° obtained in this study and the 10.8° and
15.4° cone angles implied by the Pioneer Venus models of Tatrallyay et
al. (1983) and Venera 9,10 shock surfaces generated by Smirnov et al.
(1980). The next section will compare this result to the sonic and MHD
Mach cones expected on the basis of .average solar wind parameters.
Observations of the terrestrial bow shock downstream of x'=-60 Re
have been made by only a few missions: Explorer 33 (Howe and Binsack,
1972; Mihalov, 1974), Pioneer 7 (Villante, 1976), and Pioneer 8
(Bavassano et al., 1971). The shock crossings in the better sampled
x'>-60R region have been modeled by Fairfield (1971) with a second
order method comparable to the procedure employed here. As discussed in
Slavin and Holzer (1981), the Fairfield best fit to the aberrated shock
data was a hyperbola with £= 1.02, L <= 22.3 Rg, and x = +3.4 RC. The
corresponding Mach cone angle is 11.4°+3° (assuming +_ 1% fitting errors)
or 2.5° less than observed for Venus. The only other model of the
distant shock is that of Howe and Binsack (1972) derived from Explorer
33 and 35 observations up to 120 Rg behind the earth. The modeling
method used in that study was never fully discussed and the fit to their
data shows a clear tendency to underestimate the altitude of the forward
shock. The result is a 17.7° cone angle which is greater than any of
the other planetary Mach cones derived from surface models. It
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corresponds to a .solar wind Mach number of only 3.3 which is about half
of the smallest solar wind Mach numbers in Table 1. Large cone angles
of about 20° (i.e. Mach numbers of 3) were also inferred from shock
normal studies conducted on the Pioneer 7.8 distant shock encounters by
Villante (1976) and Bavassano et al.^  1971^. However, the determination
of shock normals from the observed jump conditions can be subject to
large errors (Russell et al., 1983), particularly when the shocks are
weak as was the case for the distant crossings of Pioneer 7,8. In
addition, the trajectories of these slow moving spacecraft (i.e.
relative to the size of the downstream shock and time scales for shock
motion) may have favored shock encounters during intervals of lower than
average solar wind Mach number. For these reasons we have chosen to use
the bow shock model and associated cone angle of Fairfield (1971) for
the comparisons .to be .made in this study.
The Martian bow shock has been observed by the UjjIBMifr Mars
orbiters, and the Mariner 4 fly-by (see reviews by Intriligator and
Smith, 1979; Russell, 1979; Gringauz, 1980; Slavin and Holzer, 1982).
Sample trajectories for the three Soviet orbiters are displayed in
Figure 6 along with the locations at which they crossed the Martian bow
shock. While the Mars 2,3 orbits parallel the downstream shock surface,
the more perpendicular crossings of Mars 5 at about x'= -5 RQT> allow us
to model the distant shock. Mariner 4 also provides an additional shock
encounter at approximately twice that distance (Smith, 1969). Normally,
a single crossing at such a large distance would be excluded due to the
great leverage it could exert on the best fit. In this case, however,
the differences in eccentricity between the final fits obtained with and
without the Mariner 4 crossings were small.
Figure 7 displays -our best fit to all of the Mars shock encounters
The shape and location of the model surface is well determined with Z~ <=
1.01 (*1Z), If 1.68 RHS (±11), and .xQ=+0.7RMc. The Mach cone angle is
8.1°HHi0 which is 3.3° less than the Earth value and 5.8° degrees below
the Venus result. No other Martian shock model using observations from
all four of these missions has been published. However, comparison with
the Bogdanov and V-aisberg (1975) Mars 2,3 and Mariner 4 model
demonstrates the importance of the Mars 5 crossings. In the absence of
the intermediate distance Mars 5 shock data, their model eccentricity
was approximately 7% larger -and far more uncertain than determined here.
Mach Cone Angles
Table 1 compares the Mach cone angles at Venus, Earth, and Mars
determined in the preceeding section with conditions in the
interplanetary medium. In particular, the radial scalings for solar
wind sonic and Alfvenic Mach number discussed in Slavin and Holzer
(1981) have been adopted and the 0.7, 1.0, and 1.5 AU values listed.
These numbers are average values based on observations made between the
late 1960's and mid-1970's. While probably not optimum for all of the
shock models generated in this study, most of the shock and solar wind
observations took place during the "flat" portion of solar cycle 20
which saw little long term variation in the mean solar wind conditions
(e.g. Slavin and Smith, 1983). The uncertainty in these average solar
wind Mach cones is estimated to be less than 0.5°.
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The limiting Mach .cone angle in gasdynamic theory is that associated
with the sonic wave speed
) (4)
Following .Table 1, -as mean .sonic Mach number increases from 6.6 to 7.9
the cone angle .decreases from .8.7° at 0.7 AU to 7.3° near 1.5 AU. While
no general three dimensionall MHD solutions for flow about a blunt
obstacle have been found (Shen, 1972; Spreiter and Rizzi, 1974), Mach
cone type arguments using the MHD fast wave speed may be applied to
predict asymptotic bow shock position in MHD theory (Michel, 1965).
Unlike the situation for compressional disturbances in an unmagnetized
isotropic plasma, fast mode wave speed is a function of propagation
direction relative to the -ambient magnetic field. The fast mode
propagates faster perpendicular -to B than parallel to it. Mach number
based on the perpendicular .fast.mode speed is (Spreiter et al., 1966)
with an associated .Mach .cone .rang le
M (6)
Since the perpendicular fast mode speed is significantly larger than the
sonic speed, the of. values .are .2-3° greater than or as shown in Table 1.
The parallel fast .mode propagation speed is the greater of the sonic and
Alfven speeds. Hence, the parallel MHD Mach number, M^. . , is simply
equal to M due to the average M.>M conditions in the solar wind. At
oblique propagation angles the fast mode speed lies in between the 0°
and 90° values listed in the 'table. Thus, for any given M and MA the
minimum and maximum Mach cone angles for all orientations of the IMF are
given by *"g and ot^ .
A third MHD Mach number ^appropriate to intervals when the the IMF
and solar wind velocity vectors are aligned also exists (Dryer and
Heckman; 1967; Shen, 1972; Spreiter .and Rizzi, 1974)
M* = MAMs/(MA2-mfi2 - 1)1/2 (7)
Since the field is everywhere parallel to the flow in this case, the
Mach cone is symmetric about the upstream flow direction as in
gasdynamics. In fact, the MHD equations for algined flow can be reduced
to those of gasdynamics and solved using the same techniques (Spreiter
and Rizzi, 1974). Numerically, M* is nearly identical in magnitude to
M , and will not be considered further here due to the rarity of
aligned flow in the solar wind.
The angle the local shock propagation direction (i.e. the shock
normal) makes with the magnetic field is function of location on the
shock surface. Both the mean spiral configuration of the IMF and the
three dimensional curved nature of the bow shock contribute to the lack
of symmetry. Over the poles and on the dusk side of the shock surface,
the tendency is toward quasi-perpendicular geometries with limiting
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angles approaching *<^ . Qua si-parallel conditions are more^robable on
the dawn side where the cone angle should be closer to c f^l *^C- These
asymmetries in the MHD Mach cone were first quantitatively modeled by
Michel (1965). It was his conclusion that the variations in MHD Mach
cone angle with respect to the x' axis are' about 1° overall, but
generally less than 0.5° for the regions near the ecliptic where most of
the spacecraft observations used in this study were made. For this
reason it does not appear that any significant additional errors have
been introduced by our earlier assumption of axial symmetry, given the
2-4° uncertainties in the observational determinations of Mach cone
angle.
The observed Mach cone angles in Table 1 decrease with distance
from the sun as predicted by both gasdynamic and MHD theory although the
variation is somewhat larger than expected. The observed Mach cone
• angles are all significantly .greater than the sonic angles predicted by
gasdynamic theory. Given the uncertainties in both the observed and bow
shock and average solar wind Mach cone angles, there is reasonably good
support for shock location being limited by the MHD fast mode Mach
number. While not unexpected, this result does provide another piece of
experimental 'evidence for the applicability of magnetohydrodynamic
theory to high speed flow problems in space plasmas.
Gasdynamic Models
The Spreiter and Stahara (1980; Stahara et al., 1980) gasdynamic
code has been modified to produce solutions up to x =-50 Egg as shown in
Figure 1. Figures 8, 9, and 10 display the calculated bow shock
.locations for the Venus, earth, and Mars body shapes determined by the
Slavin et al. (1983) study and sonic Mach numbers of A and 8. These two
Mach numbers were chosen because they bracket the expected Mach number
range from the perpendicular fast mode to the gasdynamic sonic value.
The ability of the gasdynamic solutions to predict forward shock
position has already been demonstrated (Fairfield, 1971; Slavin et al.,
1983). However, -the planetary Mach cones inferred from the shock
observations in the preceeding .section indicate that downstream the bow
shocks are .limited by larger -Mach cones than predicted "by gasdynamic
theory. Below we investigate where these departures start and their
magnitude.
The gasdynamic models of flow past Venus are displayed in Figure 8.
The near shock is well represented by the M =8 theoretical shock forward
of approximately x'=-4 ROJJ- Farther downstream the bow shock continues
to flare outward until its slope nearly matches that of the M =4
gasdynamic shock. Figure 9 performs this same comparison with the earth
shock model of Fairfield (1971). The results are similar, but with the
disagreement between theory and observation being less severe and
starting farther behind the planet near x'=-6 R0B* Finally, Figure 10
presents the Mars observations. In this case the Mg=8 theoretical model
does not begin to seriously diverge from the observational model until
x'e-10 RQJJ is reached, and then only by a modest amount.
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These results are generally consistent with both the expected
limitations of the gasdynamic .approximation and the uncertainties in the
experimentally determined Mach cones. In all three cases the planetary
bow shocks approach Mach cones that are greater than predicted by
gasdynamic theory, but by-only a small amount at Mars whereof X o^BsS.°^ J
The trend -as a function <of distance from the sun is much as would be
•expected .from Table .1. -Gasdynamic theory is more accurate and may be
used farther downstream at greater distances from the sun where the IMF
is weaker and 'the Alfvenic Mach number higher. The larger the Alfvenic
'Mach number the smaller the errors introduced by the gasdynaic
approximation and the closer the agreement with MHD theory and
observation. The Implications are that gasdynamic theory will be least
useful at Mercury, but highly accurate for describing the flow of solar
wind about Jupiter, Saturn, and other large bodies in the outer solar
^system. - - -/•.. ";r?
•£•"£':£-
C^onclusions ~~&''..''.'.
The distant-bow shocks of Venus, Earth, and Mars have been modeled
using a single standard ^ method. Mach cone angles determined from the
best fit shock models .are ^ .generally consistent with the MHD fast mode
speeds measured .in the -solar -wind .as a function of distance from the
sun. The finding by earlier studies that gasdynamic theory can
accurately predict the location and shape of the forward bow shock has
been extended and quantified. At Venus the bow shock position and
orientation is poorly represented by gasdynamic theory much beyond x'=-4
R0g. The disagreement is -smaller at the Earth and begins farther
downstream near x'=-6 RQJJ- Finally, at Mars the gasdynamic bow wave
lies quite close to the observed shock surface with small discrepancies
becoming evident only downstream of x'=-10 R0g. The better agreement
between .gasdynamic theory -and observation with increasing distance from
the sun is attributed to the decrease in IMF strength with distance
making the gasdynamic approximation more accurate.
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Figure Captions
1. Gasdynamic models of flow about the earth for an adiabatic exponent
of 2 and sonic Mach numbers of 4 and 8 are displayed. Obstacle shape In
the Spreiter and Stahara (1980) numerical cedes is parameterized in
terms a quantity H/R^ . The coordinates used are aberrated geo - centric
solar ecliptic (i.e.V^ w/|V,|— x') in units of obstacle radii, RQB.
2. Sample Venera 9, 10 and Pioneer Venus orbits are shown in Venus solar
.ecliptic coordinates relative to the bow shock.
3. Mariner 5, Venera 4, Venera 6, Mariner 10, and Venera 9, 10 bow shock
crossings are displayed in planet-centered "conic" cooridnates along
with a linear best fit.
4. The same as the preceeding figure, but with the conic focus moved to
x0~+0.45 Ry to improve the fit.
5. The Venus bow-shock crossings and best fit are displayed in aberrated
planet centered .solar ecliptic coordinates.
6. Sample Mars 2, 3, and 5 -orbital trajectories are plotted in relation
to the observed crossings of the bow shock.
7. Mariner 4, Mars 2, Mars 3, and Mars 5 bow shock crossings are plotted
in planet centered solar ecliptic coordinates. The best 3 parameter
second order least square fit to the boundary is also displayed.
8. The observed location of the Venus bow shock is compared with two
gasdynamic models of flow about .the planet.
9. The terrestrial bow shock model of Fairfield (1971) is compared with
two models of flow about the earth.
10. The observed location of the Mars bow shock is compared with two
models of flow about the planet.
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Abstract .
Models of the magnetospheric and magnetosheath magnetic fields are used to
determine the relative orientations of the two near the dayside magnetopause for
the purpose of locating po-tential merging sites. Areas on the mannetopause with
various degrees of antiparallelness for different interplanetary field orientations
are displayed as contour diagrams. For southward and GSE-Y interplanetary field,,
the patterns obtained are consistent with those envisioned by Crooker in .an earlier
analysis which used simplified representations for the magnetic field geometry.
Here, the application of realistic models shows the locations of areas where any.
antiparallel component occurs. Merging sites for radial interplanetary fields are
\
also illustrated. The results suggest that the geometrical configuration of the
field is suitable for merging over a large fraction of the magnetopause for inter-
planetary fields that are either primarily southward, GSE-Y, or radial (GSE-X)
in direction.
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Introduction ' . .
There is. considerable interest in the question of where reconnecting or magnetic
field merging occurs in the magnetosphere (cf. Russell, 1976). Several years ago
Crooker (1979) presented a qualitative model of the sites of magnetic field merging
on the magnetopause. This analysis was based on a conceptual picture of the magne-
topause and a superposed overlying uniform field, perpendicular to the earth-sun
. X. .
line, which was taken to represent the magnetosheath field at its inner boundary.
The latter was rotated to .mim-ic the effect of: different interplanetary field
directions. Reconnection'or merging lines were defined as the locus of points for
which these approximate magnetospheric and magnetosheath fields were antiparallel
.when projected onto a'plene (the GSE Y-Z plane). The major point arising from this
analysis was the role of the cusp in locating potential merging sites. However, the
author also qualified the results by "pointing out that merging can occur where only
components of the two-fields are. antiparallel (cf. Cowley, 1976), and that the
draping geometry of the magnetosheath field over the magnetopause is not necessarily
well represented.by a .uniform field in the GSE Y-Z plane projected onto the magneto-
pause. The present study extends the ideas put forth in this earlier effort by
employing realistic mode-Is of the magnetospheric and magnetosheath fields to locate
antiparallel fields at their magnetopause interface. The new aspects of this
analysis include the location of fields with only components that are antiparallel,
and the treatment of radial (GSE-X) interplanetary fields which were not considered
previously.
Description of the Model'.-
The Hedgecock and Thomas'model (cf. Walker, 1976) was selected to represent the
magnetospheric field-at the dayside magnetosheath because it has a fairly realistic'-
cusp geometry. This model also has north-so.uth asymmetries caused by the uneven
distribution of the data that went into its construction, rather than by true
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asymmetry. It was therefore assumed that the more.heavily sampled northern section
was the more accurate, and a mirror image of the model north of the equator was
used to represent the southern magnetosphere. Possibly real dawn-dusk asymmetries
in this northern section-were retained. 'The dipole axis of the model was assumed
to coincide with the GSE-Z axis for this study. -Although the seasonal variation of
the dipole tilt with respect to. this axis,will modify tbe..magnetospheric field at
the magnetopause, the complication introduced by the use of a tilted model precluded
the study of this effect. .
The magnetosheath field was modeled using the assumption that the interplanetary
field is frozen into the medium in the gasdynamic treatment of supersonic flow
around an axisymmetric obstacle (cf. Spreiter and Stahara, 1982). The shape of the
obstacle was presumed to follow the shape of the Hedgecock.arid Thomas model magne-
topause In the noon-midnight meridian. For the purpose of the present .analysis,
the aberration of the solar wind flow was neglected. 'A free-stream sonic Mach
number of 6.0 was used in the gasdynamic code, with which magnetosheath fields at
a distance of approximately .5 earth radii from the surface of the obstacle were
computed for a variety of interplanetary field orientations. (The-field determined
with the gasdynamic code becomes inaccurate near the stagnation streamline that
bathes the obstacle surface.)
The angle between the two modeled fields was found over the surface of the
dayside magnetopause at the grid points shown.in Figure 1. Contour diagrams of the
cosine of this angle were then constructed to display the regions of different
degrees of antiparallelness as viewed from the Sun.
Results . .
Figure 2 contains the contour diagrams described above for various interplanetary
magnetic field orientations (ie. magnetosheath models). The shaded areas, representing
fields that are within 10° of being antiparallel, are roughly consistent with
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Crocker's (1979) merging lines for interplanetary field orientations perpendicular
to the solar wind velocity. New sites arise when there is a substantial GSE-X or
radial component of the interplanetary field. As expected, the southward directed
interplanetary field produces the largest area of nearly antiparallel fields on the
maghetopause, while the northward interplanetary field produces the smallest area.
However, the regions for which there is some component of the magnetosphere and
magnetosheath fields antiparallel cover a large region of,the magnetopause for most
interplanetary field orientations. .
Discussion and Conclusions
For several reasons, the patterns shown in Figure 2 must be considered with
some measure of caution when comparing with observations at the magnetopause. First,
the interplanetary field is typically variable on the time scale of plasma convection
through the dayside magnetosheath. Except under circumstances of exceptionally
steady interplanetary field orientation, the actual pattern of antiparallel fields
projected on the magnetopause must be predicted from the field observed in the solar
wind at earlier times. (The convection time is several minutes from the subsolar
shock to the.nose cf the magnetopause.) Second, currents near the magnetopause and
MHD effects such as that described by Zwan and Wolf (1979) will affect the field
geometry at that boundary. Third, the possible dependence of the merging rate on
the local plasma velocity has/not been folded into these patterns. If slow flow
is necessary for merging then those regions near the subsolar stagnation point will be
favored. Similarly, 'the possible role of the field magnitudes was neglected here.
Finally, reconnection itself may cause the reconnected field lines to be pulled
over the magnetopause, disrupting any pattern imposed purely by the magnetospheric
and magnetosheath fields. (The boundary layer may be a manifestation of the latter
process.) Yet, the patterns shown in Figure 2 may provide a picture of the .initial
conditions set up by a sudden change in interplanetary field orientation.
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Recent statistical studies of the-spatial distribution of flux transfer events
near the magnetopause (Berchem and Russell, 1983) show a double-banded distribution
which flanks the equator. These authors have argued that their results are con-
sistent with the preferred occurrence of reconnection at the equator where quasi-
steady merging has been predicted for southward interplanetary field (Dungey, 1961,
Sonnerup, 1976). However, their distributions are also consistent wjth a super-
position of the patterns for southward field and for GSE-Y fields as shown in
Figure 2. Jn fact, in their study, some events occurred in association
 ;with practi-
^ • , ' - •
cally GSE-Y directed fields. Also, because the highest geomagnetic latitudes were
not covered in their sample,'the merging poleward of the cusps predicted for north-
ward directed fields (see Fig. 2) could not have been observed. Still, separation
of their data into events associated with steady, primarily southward interplanetary
fields and GSE-Y fields may produce the distinctive patterns shown in Figure 2 for
these two cases. One would expect the GSE-Y fields to produce events in opposing
corners along a diagonal through the subsolar point, while southward fields would
produce a broad latitudinal band including the equator.
In conclusion, the present analysis represents the extent to which one can
practically go in using static magnetic field models to understand the global picture
of reconnection sites on the magnetopause. Time-dependent, 3-ditnensional MHO models
of the solar wind interaction with the magnetosphere, such as that developed by
Wu et al. (1980) and Fedder et al. (1981) will, of course, be the ultimate tool for
the investigation of'merging sites. .
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. A view, in the GSE X-Z plane, of the grid points on the Hedgecock-
Thomas model magnetopause at which the dot-product of the maqnetospheric
field model and the gasdynamic magnetosheath field model was computed in
this analysis. Also shown are the magnetospheric model field lines in the
noon meridian.
Figure 2. Contours on the magnetopause (viewed from the sun, i.e., the GSE Y-Z
plane projection) of equal value of the cosine of the angle between the
magnetospheric and magnetosheath model fields. Only contours with negative
values, implying some antiparallel. component, are shown. Values at the
contours, starting with the contour filled with shading, are -.98, -.95, -.9,
-.8, -.7, -.6, -.5, -.4, -.3, -.2, -.1, 0. The interplanetary field
orientations are as follows: (a) radial (+X-directed), (b) southward, (c)
Y-directed (toward dusk), (d) Parker Spiral toward, (e) northward, (f)
.Parker Spiral away, (g) equal, Y and Z components, no X-component, (fr) equal
X, Y, and Z components, (i) equal and opposite Y and Z components, no X-
component.
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Abstract
The earth's bow shock is frequently cited as an example of an astronhysical
shock where particle acceleration is observed. However, because energetic particles
observed upstream of the bow shock may be accelerated within the magnetosphere,"
it is important to understand the properties of the magnetospheric source. A"
first order picture of the spatial distribution of magnetospheric particles in
th,e magnetosheath and upstream is obtained by mapping those magnetic field lines
which drape over the magnetopause through the bow shock. Subsets of these field
lines that connect to potential sites of magnetic merging on the magnetopause are
also traced in the event, that leakage occurs preferentially where normal components
£
of the field are present across that boundary. The results can be used to determine
whether the so-called "diffuse" particles observed upstream are accelerated locally
or-within the magnetosphere.
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Introduction
The energetic particles that are observed in interplanetary space are attributed
to a variety of sources, both nonlocal and local. The primary nonlocal sources are
the as yet uncertain sources of the galactic cosmic rays, while the more numerous
local sources include solar flares, corotating interaction regions, interplanetary .
shocks, and planetary bow shocks. In recent years, much attention has been fpcussed
on the ^50 keV ions detected upstream of the earth's bow shock because of their
imp! ications.for.shock acceleration of galactic cosmic rays in the interstellar
medium (cf. Axford, 1981). While the question of the contribution of magnetospheric
particles to this population has been addressed by a number of authors (i.e., Scholer
et a!., 1981), if is still a relatively unsettled issue. 'Yet, if planetary bow
shocks are to be used as a'strophysical laboratories, it is important to understand
the nature of the magnetospheric source.
Ions and electron beams with energies a few times that.of solar wind.particles
have been traced back to the quasiperpendicular bow shock (cf. Gosling et a!., 1981).
The origin of these few keV particles is most likely related to the reflection of
a small fraction of the incident solar wind from the bow shock as first suggested by
.-Sonnerup (1969). These beams are probably also responsible for the generation by
a beam-plasma instability of the MHD waves that are observed in-the same upstream
region (Barnes, 1970; Gary, 1981; Russell-and. Hoppe, 1983). A more energetic* -
1 ; . • '
• , ' . ' • " • ' " • • . ' .
(>50 keV) less directed population, the so-called "diffuse" particles which are
observed downstream of these beams (cf. Ipavich et al., 1981; Anderson, 1981;
Mitchell et al., 1983) has been explained as beam particles which are stochastically
accelerated by the Fermi process in the regions where the upstream magnetic field
fluctuations produced by the beam are convected against the shock (cf. Jokipii, 1967;
Lee, 1982). Indeed, both West and Buck (1976) and Crocker et al. (1981) found an
energetic ion population .in the magnetosheath that appeared to be convected., together
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with fluctuating magnetic fields, along plasma stream lines from the region of the
bow shock where the diffuse particles are observed upstream.
On the other hand, very energetic (MeV) Jovian electrons observed in the inter-
planetary medium have been attributed to a magnetospheric source (McDonald et al.,
1975), and Zwickl et al. (1981) found heavy ions of unmistakably magnetospheric
origin in the upstream particles near Jupiter. Still, it may be argued that the
region of space near the planets is contaminated by cold planetary ions which are
then accelerated at the planetary bow shock, as proposed for the earth's upstream
di'ffuse particles. . '• .
These things considered, it is relevant to review what has been observed near
the terrestrial magnetopause through which the particles must exit the magnetosphere.
Williams et al. (1981) have examined the behavior of energetic .particles at the
• -*•
magnetopause boundary. These authors demonstrated that bite-outs -occur in the
trapped pitch angle distributions at large pitch angles, which is what one expects
if some of the drifting trapped population is lost to the magnetosheath. Also,
West and Buck (1976), Asbridge et al. (1978) and Bieber and Stone (1981) have all
reported observations.of layers of energetic particles in the magnetosheath near the
magnetopause. Scholer et al. (1981) showed that the flux in the maanetosheath is
comparable to the 90° trapped flux which is feeding .the leakage,.. At least some of
these particles observed near the magnetopause must end up in interplanetary space.
The distinction between magnetospheric particles and those accelerated upstream
of the terrestrial bow shock-was attempted experimentally by Scholer et al. (1981)
who argued that magnetospheric ions are more energetic and are accompanied by
electrons. In another observational study, Bieber and Stone (1981) pointed out that
upstream magnetospheric electron events usually occur in conjunction with geomagnetic
activity on the ground. Yet it seems that some of the confusion surrounding this
matter of magnetospheric sources can be cleared up most effectively by a model that
describes where those particles which are observed to leak out of the magnetopause no.
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A global picture of the magnetospheric particle source can be expected to
exhibit certain characteristics. The particles are presumably accelerated within
the magnetosphere either in the routine manner of the permanently trapped outer zone
population, or in transient events in the magnetotail. Proceeding outward, there
are two mechanisms by which these particles can exit the magnetopause based on the
current understanding of its structure. One possibility is that a turbulent .
boundary layer (cf. Russell and Greenstadt, 1983) can scatter an adiabatically
drifting trapped magnetospheric particle onto magnetosheath .field lines. Provided
.-""•
that the boundary layer is large in area! extent, this type of leakage would occur
over'practically the entire magnetopause, with perhaps a preference for dawn and
dusk where the sunward drifting electrons .and protons, respectively, cross the
terminator.- Alternatively, the particles may leak out preferentially at areas on
the magnetopause where merging of the magnetospheric and magnetosheath fields occurs
(Crooker, 1979; Luhmann et al., 1983) because there normal components of the magnetic
field allow adiabatic motion, from one region to the other (Speiser et al., 1981;
Daly, 1983). .
Next, one must trace the "particle motion through the magnetosheath from the
magnetopause to the bow shock. Here there is a question of whether the particle
motion is adiabatic or diffusive. If along its path a particle''encounters magnetic
fluctuations, of substantial amplitude which satisfy the condition for gyroresonance
when Doppler shifted to the particle's reference frame (cf. Jokipii, 1967), it will
be scattered by the fluctuations. In this case the magnetospheric particles will
"diffuse" outwards towards the shock. Moreover, if the magnetic fluctuations have
some net motion, say in the direction of the convecting magnetosheath plasma, the
isotropized particles will exhibit a similar bulk motion. If the scattering is
strong, few magnetospheric particles will be able to reach the upstream region.
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Rather, they will be carried antisunwards along the flanks of the magnetopause with
the magnetosheath plasma in which the.magnetic fluctuations are embedded. However,
if the magnetic fluctuations are in a frequency range that does not affect the
particles of interest, or if the magnetic field is fairly undisturbed, the gyro-
centers of the energetic particles .will approximately follow magnetosheath field
lines through the bow shock to interplanetary space.- While displacement of the
•»
gyrocenters from the field lines will be caused by the motional (VXB) electric field
drift associated with the .convection of the magnetized magnetosheath and solar
wi'hd plasma, this can probably be neglected for >50 keV-ions (cf. Anderson, 1981;
Mitchell et a!., 1983). Thus, field line tracing from the magnetopause through the
magnetosheath will, under conditions of nearly adiabatic particle motion, give
information (to within a gyroradius) about the volume that should be populated with
*
magnetospheric particles.
While some combination of diffusive and adiabatic behavior is probably a more
realistic description of the particle motion in the magnetosheath, several studies
(i.e., Palmer, 1981) suggest that the mean free path for scattering in the magneto-
sheath can be long. In this paper emphasis is placed on the characteristics of
the magnetospheric source that would be expected for adiabatic behavior of the
particles within the magnetosheath, although some discussion of,,the effects of.
magnetosheath turbulence is included in the final section. Toward this end, magne-
tosheath magnetic field lines that either pass within ^1 R .(^1 particle gyroradius)
of the magnetopause (for modeling widespread leakage) or at potential sites of
magnetopause reconnection where the magnetosheath and magnetosphere fields are
antiparallel, are traced outward to interplanetary space. The magnetosheath field
model used here is derived from the gasdynamic treatment of the solar wind flow
around the magnetosphere (Spreiter and Stahara, 1964, 1982). In this model, the
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magnetic field configuration is. calculated on the assumption that the interplanetary
magnetic field is frozen in the diverted solar wind plasma. Thus, the "beams" of
magnetospheric particles are found to have distinctive' shapes and locations that " .
depend on the interplanetary field orientation.
Description of the Model . .
The gasdynamic magnetosheath magnetic field model has been described elsewhere
by its originators (Spreiter and Stahara, 1964, 1982). As mentioned above, this
model assumes that the interplanetary magnetic field is frozen in the flow.
Although few comparisons of this model with observations have been carried out for
the earth (cf. Fairfield, 1976), several detailed analyses have been done for the
Venus magnetosheath (Spreiter and Stahara, 1980). The fact that the Venus ionospheric
obstacle is much less compressible than the earth's magnetosphere, and is scaled
- t
much smaller, is an advantage for comparisons with the steady state model. The
time scale for variations in the interplanetary field is typically short compared
to the time (several hours) it takes a spacecraft to travel through the dayside ;
magnetosheath at the earth. But -the interplanetary field can be quite steady during
the time interval of the Pioneer Venus orbiter traversal of the Venus magnetosheath
('v.B hr). The magnetosheath magnetic field model based on gasdynamics agrees quite
well with the observed .magnetic field at Venus. Although here tjie object of interest
is the less well-behaved earth, it is considered that an idea of the nagnetosheath
field line geometries can be obtained from an examination of constant scale models
with constant interplanetary fields. A sonic Mach .number of 6 and a magnetopause
shape derived from the Hedgecock and Thomas magnetosphere model (cf. VJalker, 1976)
were used in the gasdynamic calculation to produce the magnetosheath fields used here.
To determine the locations of magnetic merging on the magnetopause, the magneto-
spheric field at the"magnetopause v/as presumed to be given by the Hedgecock and
Thomas (cf. Walker, 1976) model. As described elsewhere (Luhmann et al., 1983) the
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locations where this internal field was within M0° of antiparallel to the magneto-
sheath field were then defined as merging sites.
Routes for magnetospheric particle leakage are approximated by magnetosheath
field lines which either drape against the dayside magnetopause, for the case of
widespread leakage, or by field lines which originate at the magnetopause at the
aforementioned merging sites.
Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the results of the modeling in the same format for
the cases of widespread leakage and localized reconnection site leakage, respectively,
fh'ese figures display projected views of'the three-dimensional magnetosheath field
line configuration for different interplanetary field orientations. The underlying
magnetosheath draping is shown as fine lines. These field lines start at 49 points
in interplanetary space on a square grid oriented perpendicular to the interplanetary
field. The heavy lines in Figure 1 are projected views of field lines which pass
within ^1 earth radius of the magnetopause at the terminator plane at equispaced
intervals of 1^0°." These produce a three-dimensional picture of the volume of
flux tubes which would be populated by magnetospheric particles if the particles
leak out over a large area of-the dayside.magnetopause. The shapes of the volumes
are notably different for each interplanetary field configuration, appearing as .
sheets for interplanetary fields perpendicular to the flow, and,-as a cylindrical
tube for radial magnetic field. Subsets of these .volumes are connected to merging
sites, as defined above, on the magnetopause. The heavy lines in Figure 2 identify
groups of field lines which originate near those sites, which are shown on the
magnetopause from the viewpoint of the sun in Figure -3. Figure 2. illustrates the
importance of southward interplanetary field in obtaining large amounts, of magneto-
spheric particle leakage if merging at the magnetopause is a necessary-factor.
Finally, Figure 4 shows the cross-sections of several of the volumes of flux tubes
from Figures 1 and 2 at various planes in interplanetary space. This diagram gives
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a feeling for the sizes of the volumes of magnetospheric particles that a spacecraft
might traverse while located beyond the bow shock.
Discussion and Conclusions ' •. •
In the introductory section the effects of scattering of the particles by .
magnetic fluctuations and of drifts produced by the motional electric field . .
(E = VXB\where V = plasma velocity,. B = magnetic field) were mentioned. Anderson
(1981) has given a complete description of trajectory dispersion by the VXB field
in interplanetary space where V and B are uniform. However, the drift effects in
the magnetosheath are not so simply described because of the complicated magneto-
sheath velocity field and the magnetic•field, which varies with the interplanetary
field orientation. Figure 5 shows several examples of particle trajectories
originatin-g near the subsolar magnetopause, drifting in the WB~ and B fields from
*.
the gasdynamic magnetosheath model. As discussed by Anderson (.1981) for the upstream
region, the particle gyrocenter trajectories are dispersed antisunward from magnetic
field lines according to their parallel (to IT) velocities. Particles with small
parallel velocities are swept into'the flow, in the limit of zero parallel velocity
their gyrocenters following streamlines. At the opposite extreme, particles with
large parallel velocities have gyrocenter paths that lie practically along magnetic
field lines. Most observations are of particles with intermediate behavior. Thus,
some spatial dispersion of particles of different energies irv the magnetosheath
and upstream regions is to be expected. The anticipated spatial gradients, with
low energies mostly antisunward, should be considered in interpreting delays in
the onsets of fluxes at successively higher energies as observed from spacecraft
moving from dawn toward noon. This spreading of'the magnetospheric beam will distort
the spatial distributions suggested by Figures 1-2 for particles with low parallel
velocities. However, for energies >50 keV and pitch angles >45° field-aligned
gyrocenter motion is probably a fair approximation.
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On the subject of scattering, it has been established that magnetic fluctuations
G-pa<r+-
in the magnetosheathj/jfrom the turbulent boundary layer near the magnetopause
(Hones, 1983), are confined to streamlines of magnetosheath plasma flow that are
connected to the quasiparallel bow shock (Greenstadt et al., 1983, Russell and
Luhmann, 1983). Figure 5 illustrates how sections of the trajectories of the
magnetospheric particles intersect the regions (shaded) of fluctuating magnetic
fields behind the quasiparallel bow shock on their way through the magnetosheath.
The spectrum of the magnetosheath field fluctuations, which has been studied by
Greenstadt et al. (1983) is similar in shape, and at least equivalent in power, to
the spectrum of the waves upstream from the bow shock. The latter has been shown
by Lee (1982) to. of ten .justify the use of the -diffusion equation in describing the
transport of upstream energetic particles. The upstream patterns for magnetospheric
particle leakage shown in Figures 1 and 2 will under such circumstances be smeared
out by the diffusing regions in the magnetosheath. However, some properties of the
leakage patterns, such as the local time sector of the transmitted population, may
be roughly preserved. An important point in connection with this geometry is that
the upstream leakage frequently occurs through the region of the quasiparallel.bow
shock, where the so-called "diffuse" particle populations, consisting of nearly .
isotropic energetic ions, are observed (Ipavich et al., 1981, Paschmann et al., 1981,
Bonifazi and Moreno., 1981). The present results suggest that caution should be
exercised when interpreting these diffuse populations as ions locally accelerated
in the upstream region. Other properties of the observed energetic diffuse ions
that a magnetospheric source would explain are the apparent limiting fluxes, which
are similar, to the trapped flux near the magnetopause, the time constants for flux
buildup after a sudden change in the interplanetary field, which may be the leakage
and travel times to the upstream observing point, and the K dependence of the
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energetic upstream population (West and Buck, 1976), since the trapped population
at the magnetopause as well as the rate of leakage through reconnection sites
(i.e., the area! extent of merging regions) will be greater under the conditions
that produce high K . The observed frequent absence of energetic upstream electrons
together with the diffuse ions can be attributed to leakage efficiencies and
propagation differences for the two species, partly due to their very different
gyroradii. . . . .
One obvious test that could be performed to determine the effeciency of upstream
acceleration without contamination by the magnetospheric source is to measure .
energetic particles upstream of'the bow shocks of planets with weak intrinsic fields
like Venus and Mars. However, although magnetic field measurements, are available
for these planets, energetic particles were not measured on tbe spacecraft missions
to them. In any case, the present study suggests that in interpreting observations,
of energetic particles near planetary bow shocks, one must consider not only whether
the local magnetic field lines connect to the bow shock, but also whether they
connect to the magnetopause.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. Projections (in the GSE coordinate system) of magnetosheath field lines,
(fine lines) and field lines passing within ^ 1 Re of the magnetopause in -.:
the terminator plane (heavy lines) for various interplanetary field orientations:
(a) northward or southward (Z-directed), (b) dawn or dusk (Y-directed), (c)
Parker Spiral (45° to X and Y axes, parallel to X-Y plane, (d) ^ radial
(X-directed). • The gyrocenters of energetic particles which leak out of the
magnetosphere over a large area of the nagnetopause will follow paths roughly
. " " ' . ' - '
within the volumes defined by the heavy lines.
Figure 2. Same as Figure 1, but here the heavy lines originate near potential
merging sites on the magnetopause (see Fig. 3), and the interplanetary field
is: (a) southward, (b) northward, (c) Y-directed, (d) radial, (e) and (f)
Parker Spiral toward and away, .respectively.
Figure 3. Projection of the magnetopause surface (in the GSE Y-Z plane) showing
. where the magnetospheric and magnetosheath model fields are within 10° of
antiparallel at the magnetopause. Reconnection or merging is presumed to
occur between the two fields at-these sites. Merging produces normal components
of the field on the boundary, allowing the. adiabatic motion .of particles from
•the magnetosphere to the magnetosheath. The field orientations are (a) radial,
(b) southward, (c) Y-directed, (d) Parker Spiral away, (e) northward, (f)
Parker soiral toward.. . - ' -
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Figure 4. Cross-sections of some of the volumes defined by the heavy lines in
Figures 1 and 2 at various planes parallel to the GSE coordinate axes. The .
light shading shows the areas v/ithin which widespread leakage (see Fig. 1).
would be observed, while the dark shading shows these areas for localized,
reconneetion site leakage (see Fig. 2). The X, Y, or 2 positions and inter-
planetary field orientations are indicated in the upper right.
Figure 5. Examples of particle trajectories in the model magnetosheath magnetic
and electric (VXB) field. On the left, the interplanetary field is perpendic-
s*
ular to the flow. The. light lines show the streamline and background field
line geometry in the. plane of symmetry. The particles launched near the
subsolar magnetopause with 45° pitch angle, have energies of 1 keV, 5 keV
and 50 keV from left to right. The shading shows where magnetosheath turbulence,
which can scatter the particles, is expected behind the quasiparallel shock.
On the right a similar diagram illustrates 1 keV and 5 keV particles for a
Parker Spiral interplanetary field.
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Abstract
Regions where a draped model magnetosheath magnetic field is nearly
antiparallel to a model geomagnetic field are shown to be asymmetric for
an interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) at the garden hose angle, as
. sugges ted by Heelis. When the IMF has a southward component, the
asymmetry favors the dawn region for both IMF polarities. The dusk
reg ion is f a v o r e d when the IMF has a northward component. If the
regions of antiparallel fields are assumed to be sites of maximum
m a g n e t i c m e r g i n g , then the asymmetry is consistent with observed
seasonal variations of geomagnetic act ivi ty and with dawn-displaced
magnetospheric phenomena. In the alternate merging geometry of a line
passing through the subsolar region, the asymmetry is predominantly
north-south rather than dawn-dusk. Merging line geometry is consistent
wi th the seasonal variations but not with the dawn-displaced phenomena.
However , in view of available direct observations of merging signatures
in the subso l a r region, it is suggested that merging sites may be
determined by some combinat ion of the antiparal lel and merging line
hypotheses.
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Introduction
In a series of papers , Aoki [1977], Hakamada et al. [1980], and
Murayama et al. [1980] show that the level of substorm activity in the
nor thern hemisphere depends upon the y component (GSM coordinates) of
the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and the angle x between Earth's
dipole axis and the z axis in a manner not predicted by theory. Similar
e f f e c t s also were demonstrated by Friis-Christensen and Wilhjelm [1975]
and Matsushita and Xu [1981 a ,b]. Figure 1, reproduced from Murayama et
al. [1980], shows the pattern for .the westward auroral electrojet index
AL, normalized by an adjusted product of the southward component of the
IMF and the square of solar wind speed. When x is large and positive,
during nor thern hemisphere summer, normalized AL is about twice as high
for large nega t ive B as for large posit ive B . As x decreases to
nega t ive v a l u e s , the d i f fe rence in normalized AL for negative and
positive B decreases and then reverses. For large negative x> during
nor thern hemisphere w in t e r , normalized AL is about twice as high for
large positive B as for large negative B . Also, there is,an overall
decrease in normalized AL from positive to negative x-
The variations in Figure 1 can be explained as a direct result of a
dawnward displacement of the stagnation point in the magnetosheath flow
p a t t e r n , under the a s sumpt ion that energy transfer by magnetic merging
is ordered in a coordinate sys tem ro ta ted from the GSM system so that
its x-axis passes through the displaced stagnation point (Maezawa and
Y o s h i z a w a , unpub l i shed m a n u s c r i p t , 1981). The required angular
d i s p l a c e m e n t is on the order of 15° (T. M u r a y a m a , p r iva te
c o m m u n i c a t i o n , 1981). Although magnetohydrodynamic e f f ec t s can produce
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a displacement of this size [Russell et al., 1981], and magnetosheath
flow direction measurements support its occurrence for a single case
[Crooker et al. , 1984a] , the condition under which it is predicted and
observed is the infrequent condition of low Alfven Mach number. It is
clear from the statistical analysis of Crooker et al. that there is no
average dawnward displacement of the stagnation point of the size
required to cause the variations in Figure 1.
An alternative -explanation was offered by Murayama et al. [1980].
The variations in Figure 1 also would follow if merging was favored on
the dawn side of the dayside magnetopause. Under the assumption that
the merging rate is highest where the magnetosheath and geomagnetic
v
fields are antiparallel [Crooker, 1979], the merging rate will be
highest on the dawn side when B is negative during northern hemisphere
summer, when the dayside is dominated by the northern cusp region.
These conditions correspond to the highest values of normalized AL at
the top left in Figure 1. The remaining variations may be explained by
the same line of argument , except for the overall decrease from top to
bottom, which can be attributed to decreasing ionospheric conductivity.
What the explanation lacks is mechanism for preferred dawnside merging.
Recently Heelis [1984] proposes just such a mechanism in order to
interpret observations of high latitude ionospheric convection. The
mechanism takes into account the effect of the x component of the IMF.
Neglecting the draping of the IMF against the magnetopause, Heelis notes
that an IMF with a southward component spiraling at the usual garden
hose angle (B and B of opposite sign) is more nearly aligned with they x
m a g n e t o p a u s e s u r f a c e over the dawnside region of antiparallel fields as
compared to the dusks ide r eg ion , b o t h for IMF sectors pointing toward
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and away f r o m the sun. Similarly, the dusk side is favored for a
southward IMF directed at the ortho-garden-hose angle. But since the
g a r d e n hose spiral is the most common IMF orientat ion, it is the
dawnside merging regions that are favored most often.
The purpose of the present paper is to test whether draping of the
IMF against the magnetopause alters the effect described above, as might
be expected, since draping is the process of forcing field lines to lie
parallel to the magnetopause surface, regardless of the differential in
the s ize of the component normal to the surface introduced by the
presence of an x component far away from the surface. The problem is
i l lus t ra ted and analyzed in the next section- Also included is an
analysis of the problem in terms of the alternative merging geometry in
which only components of the IMF and geomagnetic field merge along a
line passing through the subsolar region [Nishida and Maezawa, 1971;
Sonnerup, 1974; Gonzalez and Mozer , 1974; Yeh , 1976]. In the third
sec t ion , the degree to which the x component of the IMF is able to
a f f e c t asymmetr ies is discussed, .and the mer i t s of the antiparallel
region and merging line geometries are compared.
Analysis
Figure 2 is a schemat ic drawing of m e r g i n g geometries for garden
hose IMF o r i e n t a t i o n s w i t h sou thward componen t s and x componen t s
poin t ing toward and away f r o m the sun, as labeled. The views are from
the sun looking toward the dayside magneto puase. The shaded areas in a
and b ex tend ing f rom the cusps r e p r e s e n t regions where the y and z
c o m p o n e n t s o f the I M F , t ransverse to the E a r t h - s u n l ine, a re mos t
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a n t i p a r a l l e l to the y and z c o m p o n e n t s of E a r t h ' s field at the
magnetopause [Crooker 1979]. The solid vectors in each view indicate
the projected direction of the magnetic field.
Figure 2a illustrates how the undistorted IMF projects against the
magnetopause. If for simplicity the shape of the dayside magnetopause
is assumed to be a hemisphere, then a linear IMF will be tangent to the
surface along .a .great circle across the hemisphere, as indicated by the
dashed lines in the figure. For a toward sector the dawnside shaded
region is in the northern hemisphere, and the dashed line passes through
most of its length. In the southern hemisphere the dashed line passes
through a smaller portion of the duskside shaded region, far from the
subsolar area. For an away sector, the dawn and dusk shaded regions
reverse hemispheres, but the dashed line changes its orientation so that
it still passes through most of the length of the dawnside region, in
this case in the southern hemisphere. Since the IMF and Earth's field
are nearest to being antiparallel where the dashed lines overlap the
shaded regions, it follows that more merging will occur on the dawn side
for both sector polarit ies, under the assumption that the merging rate
i s - g r e a t e s t w h e r e t he f i e lds a r e n e a r e s t be ing a n t i p a r a l l e l .
H o w e v e r , if the IMF is draped against the magne topause , it is
tangent not only along the dashed lines in Figure 2a but across the
en t i re s u r f a c e , and the above a r g u m e n t is not applicable. Figure 2b
i l lus t ra tes how the dawn side remains the preferred site of merging even
under condi t ions of d rap ing . The parallel pairs of vectors represent
IMF lines w i t h no x -componen t . When they drape against the
m a g n e t o pause , they a c q u i r e some c u r v a t u r e d i r e c t e d o u t w a r d f r o m the
c e n t e r ; but the c u r v a t u r e is min ima l [ C r o o k e r e t a l . , 1 9 8 4 b ] and is
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symmetric with respect to the intersection of the lines with the shaded
regions and is neglected here . The effect of adding an x component to
the IMF is to cause the draped field lines to radiate from a point
[Kartalev and Mastikov , 1982; Crocker et al.,1984b]. As the ratio of
the x component to the transverse component increases from zero, the
point from which the lines radiate moves radially inward from infinity,
along the direction of the projected IMF. Thus, neglecting curvature,
draped field lines change from being parallel for no IMF x component to
being d i r e c t e d rad ia l ly away f r o m the subsolar point for no IMF
transverse component [Spreiter et al., 1966]. The effect of adding an x
component is to change the orientation of the magnetic field within the
s u r f a c e wh ich lies t angen t to the en t i re d a y s i d e magnetopause.
The sense of change is shown in Figure 2b for field lines which pass
through the shaded regions. The pairs of field vectors radiating from
points represent IMF lines with southward components at the garden hose
or ienta t ion , draped against the magnetopause (neglecting curvature).
Compared to the parallel vectors for an IMF with no x component, the
radiat ing vectors are directed more southward in the dawnside shaded
region and more no r thward in the duskside region for both toward and
away polari t ies. The e f f e c t of this a symmet ry is an enlargement and
d i s p l a c e m e n t t o w a r d the subsola r point of the dawnside region of
ant iparal le l fields, and a corresponding shrinking and displacement away
from the subsolar point of the duskside shaded regions-
The resul t ing asymmet ry of the regions of antiparallel fields for
the d raped IMF in a garden-hose-spi ra l ing toward sector is shown in
Figure 3d. The p a t t e r n has been determined quantitatively by means of
the computer model developed by Luhmann et al. [1984]. Results for the
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away sector are not shown but are mirror symmetric about the equator.
The shaded regions are areas where the Hedgecock-Thomas geomagnetic
model f ie ld (R. J. Walke r , unpublished manuscr ip t , 1979) and the
Spreiter-Stahara gasdynamic draped magnetosheath model field [Spreiter
and Stahara , 1980] are within 10° of being antiparallel. The
o r i e n t a t i o n of the t r ansve r se c o m p o n e n t of the IMF input to the
magnetosheath model is indicated by the arrow at the center of the
diagram. The x component of the IMF input is positive, as required for
the garden hose orientation, and its magnitude is equal to the magnitude
of the transverse component. The. asymmetry predicted as a result of
considering the geometry in Figure 2b is clearly shown in Figure 3d.
The dawnside region of antiparallel fields is larger and nearer to the
subsolar point than is the duskside region.
Figures 2 and 3 represent configurations for equinox. The seasonal
variations in Figure 1 follow from the dawn preference demonstrated for
equinox under the assumption that the summer hemisphere merging site
domina tes the winter hemisphere site, as the summer hemisphere cusp
region tilts equatorward.
• The regions of antiparallel fields for less southward orientations
of the the t ransverse component of the IMF are shown in Figures 3a-c-
In each case the magnitude of the x component of the IMF is equal to the
magni tude of the t ransverse component and is directed toward the sun.
As the z componen t sh i f t s f r o m sou thward to n o r t h w a r d , the regions
become smal ler , as noted p rev ious ly [ L u h m a n n et al . , 1984]. Miat is
more re levant to the present d i scuss ion is tha t Che asymmetry shif ts
f r o m a d a w n s i d e to a d u s k s i d e p r e f e r e n c e , a l t h o u g h the d u s k s i d e
p r e f e r e n c e for a n o r t h w a r d component in Figure 3a is not as pronounced
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as Che dawnside preference for a southward component in Figure 3d. The
fact that the asymmetry switches from dawn to dusk as the IMF rotates
from southward to northward does not affect the argument which requires
a dawn preference to explain Figure 1 , since most if not all of the
energy transferred to the magnetosphere by merging occurs when the IMF
has a southward component. On the other hand, the favored dusk merging
for northward IMF may affect the pattern of polar cap convection and
polar cap arcs (Chiu et al., paper in preparation).
To consider the effect of the x component of the IMF on the
alternative geometry of a merging line, we return to Figure 2. In 2c
the curves across the magnetopause represent projected separator lines
in the magnetic configuration of a dipole field superposed upon a
uniform field [e.g., Stern, 1973]. The separator has the form of a
circle in this simple geometry, tilted with respect to the equatorial
plane of the dipole. Two neutral points form when the uniform and
dipole fields are antiparallel. They lie along the circle and are
separated by 180°. The dayside neutral point is indicated by an
encircled N in each view. Yeh [1976] identified the separator line with
the merging line in an analysis of the dependence of its tilt on the
orientation of the transverse component of the IMF, and Cowley [1981]
noted that such a merging line would lie north of the dipole equator
across most of the dayside for an IMF directed toward the sun and south
of the equator for an IMF away from the sun. The separator merging
lines in Figure 2c resemble the dashed lines in 2a. Both sets are
projected circles, but the tilt angle of the separator lines is about
half that of the dashed lines, and they illustrate completely different
concepts. The separator merging line model was chosen for consideration
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f rom among the several cited in the introduction because it is the 6nly
one which specifies the location of the line with respect to global
features . Most other models simply assume, at least implicitly, that
the merging line passes through the subsolar or stagnation point, in
which case no asymmetries arise.
The obvious asymmetry in Figure 2c is the dawn preference for the
location of the neutral point. However , this is exactly the location
w h e r e the merging fields are antiparallel. If it is assumed that
merging occurs preferentially near the neutral points [Stern,
1973], then the model becomes an antiparallel merging model, and the
same reasoning given above for explaining the variations in Figure 1
app l i e s . On .the other hand, if the merging rate is assumed to be
highest in the region nearest the subsolar point, then there is no dawn
preference . But the seasonal variations in Figure 1 follow as a result
of the north-south displacement of the merging line. During northern
hemisphere summer, the subsolar point moves above the dipole equator,
nearer to the merging line for the toward sector. Thus the merging rate
and substorm act ivi ty should be highest for negative 3 , as observed.
The o p p o s i t e c o n d i t i o n s hold d u r i n g n o r t h e r n hemisphere w i n t e r .
Discussion
It has been argued that the x c o m p o n e n t of the IMF should have a
negl ig ible e f f e c t on the p a t t e r n of magnetic field orientation at the
days ide m a g n e t o p a u s e (V. M. V a s y l i u n a s , d i scuss ion a t the Chapman
C o n f e r e n c e on R e c o n n e c t i o n , Los Alamos, 1983). Solar wind plasma that
coraes closest to the days ide m a g n e t o p a u s e crosses the bow shock very
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near the stagnation streamline in the gasdynamic model of magnetosheath
flow [e .g . , Spreiter et al. , 1966]. In this region of the bow shock,
only the transverse component of the IMF is amplified, by up to a factor
of f o u r , as the solar wind passes through the shock. Thus in any radial
cross section of the dayside magnetosheath, the ratio of the x component
to the transverse component decreases upon approach to the magneto pause.
The ef fec t of the decreasing influence of the x component on the
pat tern in Figure 2b is that for a given ratio of IMF x to transverse
components (or given cone angle) , the point from which the field lines
radiate moves outward upon approach to the magnetopause. In an example
given by Kartalev and Mastikov [1982], for a cone angle of 10° the point
moves f rom a radial distance of ~ 3 Kg to ~ 10 R£ as distance from the
magnetopause decreases from about a third of the distance to the bow
shock to essentially zero.
The magnetic field patterns useu to generate the asymmetric merging
site pat terns in Figure 3 are on a magneto pause-shaped surface with a
nose r ad ius 1 R£ larger than the model magnetopause . Examples of
pat terns on this surface for d i f f e r e n t IMF cone angles are given in
Crocker et al. [1984b] . At this distance from the magnetopause the x
component clearly is e f f ec t ive in producing asymmetric! pa t te rns , as
Figure 3 i l lus t ra tes . On a s u r f a c e closer to the magne topause , the
asymmetries would be less pronounced.
At t h i s s t a g e no m e t h o d exists for q u a n t i f y i n g how large the
a s y m m e t r y in the p a t t e r n s in Figure 3 must be in order to produce the
observed magnetospheric asymmetries. Thus the appropriate distance from
the m a g n e t o p a u s e in the model c anno t be specif ied. However,
obse rva t iona l evidence suggests that conditions at the magnetopause are
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represented reasonably well by the gasdynamic model at distances of '0 .5
- 1 R£ outside the model magnetopause [ Crooker et al., 1984b] . Also,
flux t ransfer events, which are interpreted as signatures of magnetic
merging, have a scale size on the order of 1 Rg [Saunders et al., 1984].
Therefore it seems reasonable to assume that the x component of the IMF
produces asymmetries as large as those shown in Figure 3.
With the above qualifications, it has been shown that the seasonal
variations in Figure 1 can be explained by either of two hypotheses:
The merging rate on the dayside magnetopause is highest either where the
fields are most antiparallel or where a merging line passes, closest to
the subsolar point. A distinguishing feature between the two hypotheses
is that the antiparallel hypothesis predicts a dawn preference for the
merging site whereas the merging line hypothesis does not. A dawn
prefe rence seems to be required by Heelis [1984] to explain the dawn
displacement of the throat region in the high latitude ionosphere where
c o n v e c t i o n i n i t i a t e s , and thus his results favor the antiparallel
hypothes is . Cons is ten t wi th Heelis ' observat ions is the pattern of
Birkeland currents and electric fields in the high latitude ionosphere.
Theory predicts that the pat tern of cur ren ts should be ro ta ted with
respec t to the p a t t e r n of electric f ie lds in such a way that if the
c u r r e n t s are aligned w i t h the noon-midnight meridian, as observed, the
e l e c t r i c f ie lds should be r o t a t e d toward dawn [ e . g . , Harel e t a l . ,
1981]. O t h e r rnagnetospheric phenomena which can be explained by a dawn
p r e f e r e n c e for m e r g i n g a re d i s c u s s e d by R u s s e l l e t a l . [1981] .
Direct observat ions at the magnetopause have not been defini t ive in
dist inguishing between the two hypotheses. Merging signatures of plasma
acce l e r a t i on [ e . g . , Sonne rup e t a l . , 1981] and f lux t r a n s f e r events
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[Ri jnbeek et al. , 1984; Berchem and Russell, 1984] have been observed to
occur relatively uniformly across the dayside magnetopause by the ISEE 1
and 2 spacecraf t , which were confined to latitudes equatorward of the
cusps. This distr ibution favors the merging line hypothes is , since
magnetosheath flow would carry flux tubes which have merged near the
subsolar point uniformly away f rom the region. Furthermore,
antiparal lel merging predicts a minimum of merging at the subsolar
poin t , which is not observed. On the other hand, flux transfer events
display half-wave rectifier behavior: they occur for southward but not
northward external field orientations [Rijnbeek et al. , 1984; Berchem
and Russell, 1984]. Half-wave rec t i f ier behavior is a feature of the
antiparallel hypothes is but not the merging line hypothesis [Crooker,
1980]: When the IMF is n o r t h w a r d , no flux transfer occurs because no
regions of antiparallel fields exist on closed field lines, equatorward
of the cusps. Half-wave rect i f ier behavior is not a f e a t u r e of the
nerging line hypo thes i s , since flux .transfer occurs for nearly all IMF
orientat ions because there is nearly always some component of the IMF
t h a t is an t ipa ra l l e l to the closed dayside field lines. Also, an
e s t i m a t e of the voltage associated with the observed fl.ux t r ans fe r
e v e n t s yields a value which is at least a f ac to r of ten lower than
observed [Rijnbeek et al . , 1984]. Although the estimate represents only
a l ower l i m i t , i t may be t h a t m o r e f l u x is t r a n s f e r r e d near the
a n t i p a r a l l e l regions in the v ic in i ty of the cusps at l a t i t u d e s not
covered by the ISEE spacecraft.
Since both slow plasma speed characteristic of the subsolar region
and antiparallel fields are conducive to high merging rates [e .g . , Quest
and C o r o n i t i , 1978 , 1981], i t seems r easonab le to expect that the
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locat ion of merging sites on the magnetopause are governed by some
combinat ion of both factors . Merging may occur more easily in the
subsolar region than elsewhere for a given finite angle between the
fields. The separator merging line in the simple dipole-plus-uniform-
f i e l d geometry incorporates both fac tors if it is assumed that the
merging rate varies -along the line and peaks both at the neutral point
and at the subso la r p o i n t . However, the magnetic field and flow
distortions near the dayside magnetopause required by this simple model
are unrealistic [Stern, 1973]. Observations [Crooker et al., 1984 a,b]
show that flow and field more nearly follow the predictions of the
hydrodynamic model incorporated in the antiparallel region diagrams in
Figure 3. Perhaps a superposition of the contours in the diagrams with
concentric circles centered on the subsolar point would produce a more
accurate picture of merging sites. Further refinement may be achieved
by taking into account the magnetic field strength and plasma density,
wh ich in classical merging theory control the merging rate [ e . g . ,
Sonnerup, 1974].
Conclusions
Regions on the days ide magnetopause where the transverse component
of the IMF is a n t i p a r a l l e l to the g e o m a g n e t i c f i e ld are located
s y m m e t r i c a l l y a b o u t the subsolar p o i n t , one in each h e m i s p h e r e in
opposi te quadran t s . The addition of an x component to the IMF causes
a s y m m e t r y in the p a t t e r n . For an IMF with a southward component and x
and y c o m p o n e n t s o f o p p o s i t e s ign g i v i n g the u s u a l garden hose
o r i e n t a t i o n , the sense of the asymmetry favors the dawnside region both
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for toward and away sectors. This asymmetry was noted by Heelis [1984]
to result f r o m contact between undistorted IMF lines and the
magnetopause . It has been shown here that the same asymmetry develops
for d r a p e d f i e ld lines but for d i f f e r e n t reasons. In the case of
undis tor ted IMF lines, the addition of an x component causes asymmetry
in the component normal to the magnecopause; in the case of draped field
lines, the IMF x component causes asymmetric changes in the orientation
of the component tangent to the magnetopause. A dawn preference for
flux t ransfer through magnetic merging can account for a wide range of
observations. For northward IMF at the garden hose angle, when no flux
t rans fe r occurs in the antiparallel merging model , it has been shown
that the asymmetry favors the dusk side.
Asymmetries which develop as a consequence of the x component of the
IMF in the alternate geometry of a merging line passing through the
subsolar region also are considered. No dawn preference emerges, but
direct observations of merging signatures at the magnetopause suggest
that the location of merging sites is determined by some combination of
the slow flow speed characteristic of the subsolar region and the degree
to which the merging fields are antiparallel.
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List of Figures
F igure 1. Dependence of the AL index of substorm activity on the
dipole tilt angle ^ an<i on tne y component of the IMF. The AL index is
normalized by an adjus ted product of the southward component Bs of the
IMF and the solar wind speed V [ f r o m M u r a y a m a e t a l . , 1980] .
F igu re 2. Views f rom the sun of the dayside magnetopause , for IMF
orientations at the garden hose angle pointing toward and away from the
sun, as indicated. The plus sign marks the subsolar point for equinox,
and the minus signs mark the positions of the cusps. The shaded areas
in (a) and (b) indicate regions where the transverse components of the
IMF (solid vectors) are most nearly antiparallel to the geomagnetic
f ield. The schematic drawings demonstrate how asymmetries develop for
a.) antiparallel regions and undis tor ted IMF lines, b.) antiparallel
regions and draped IMF lines , and c.) subsolar merging lines which are
separa tor lines in the dipole-plus-uniform field superposition model.
The encircled N along each merging line marks the location of a neutral
point.
Figure 3. V i e w s of a model days ide m a g n e t o p a u s e showing contours of
the degree to which the geomagnetic field and the draped magnetosheath
f ie ld are an t ipa ra l l e l , a f ter Luhmann et al. [1984). The shaded areas
ind ica te regions where the fields are within 10° of being antiparallel.
The blank areas cover regions where no component of the two fields are
a n t i p a r a l l e l . The o r i e n t a t i o n of the t ransverse component of the IMF
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i n p u ' t to the m o d e l i s s h o w n in the c e n t e r o f each d i a g r a m . The
orthogonal , component is e,usl In masnitude to the transverse component
and points toward the sun, such that the IHF spirals at its nor»al
garden hose angle.
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Abstract
Interplanetary magnetic fields observed upstream of Earth's
magnetosphere at ISEE 3 fo rm input for a gasdynamic model of magnetic
field draping in the dayside magnetosheath. Model results near the
magnetopause are compared with appropriately lagged observations at ISEE
1. In 16 of 24 cases, the angle between the transverse component of the
model and observed fields is less than 20°. The agreement is
surprisingly good in view of the uncertainty introduced by the large
d i s t a n c e s be tween ISEE 1 and ISEE 3. The results indicate that
magnetohydrodynamic and energy transfer processes at the magnetopause do
not cause large distort ions of the magnetosheath magnetic .field. In
a d d i t i o n , a comparison between observed and model field magnitudes
indicates that immediately outside the magnetopause the observed field
b e h a v e s like the model f ie ld at a d is tance of ~ 0.5 Kg from the
magnetopause , outside the region where magnetohydrodynamic effects make
the gasdynamic model inapplicable. Pa t te rns of model magnetic field
orientat ion at the magnetopause are presented for practical application.
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Introduction
Knowledge of the orientation of the magnetic field in the
magnetosheath near the magneto pause relative to its orientation in the
solar wind is important not only for understanding the dynamics of
magnetosheath flow but also for understanding the process of energy
transfer across the magnetopause. Theoretical progress in this area has
been reviewed br ief ly by Crocker et al. [1984a]. Here we compare
observations to the predictions of the simplest magnetosheath model in
which the magnetic field is convected to the magnetopause by gasdynamic
flow [Spreiter et .al.. , 1966; Alksne , 1967]. Forces produced by the
magnetic field on the flow are not taken into account.
Similar but qualitative comparisons have been made by Fairfield
[1967] and Behannon and Fairfield [1969]. They show that there is large
scale distortion of the magnetic field throughout the magnetosheath.
The pat tern of distort ion is a draping of the field lines over the
dayside magnetosphere , as predicted by the hydrodynamic models. The
field lines become nearly tangent to the magnetopause surface as they
convect along it. .
Recent improvements in the gasdynamic model allow direct.,comparisons
w i t h data to be made relatively easily [Spreiter and Stahara, 1980a,b;
Russel l et a l . , 1984]. In this paper, magnetic field orientations are
c o m p a r e d for the t w e n t y ~ f o u r cases of ISEE 1 data jus t outs ide the
days ide m a g n e t o p a u s e , which have been studied previously for magnetic
f ield compress ion [Crooker et a l . , 1982] and plasma f low deflect ion
[Crooker et al. , 1984a] , with the aid of data from ISEE 3 in the role of
solar wind monitor. Also, as a supplement to the compression study, the
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observed and model magnetic field magnitudes are compared. In addition
to the data comparison, patterns of model field orientation at the
m a g n e t o p a u s e are presented for various orientations of the
interplanetary magnetic field (IMF).
Data Analysis and Results
The times and ISEE 1 spacecraft coordinates at the magnetopause for
the tweny-four cases are listed in Table 1 of Crocker et al. [1982].
Also listed are the geocentric solar ecliptic (GSE) components of the
appropriately lagged IMF values measured at ISEE 3. The latter were
used to rotate the observed ISEE 1 GSE magnetic field components, the
ISEE 1 GSE spacecraft coordinates , and the IMF components themselves
into geocentric interplanetary medium (GIPM) coordinates [Meber and
Stone , 1979] . In this system the IMF lies parallel to the x-y plane.
The GIPM y-z components of the magnetic field observed at ISEE 1 are
shown as solid vectors in Figure 1.. They are grouped according to the
IMF azimuth angle A = tan" ( - B V / | B X | ) , where Bx and By are the GIPM x
and y components of the IMF. The use of GIPM coordinates insures that
the IMF points toward or away from Earth in the +x ,-y quadrant, in the
"normal" spiral configuration, and A is defined to be the angle between
the x axis and the IMF in that quadrant, regardless of the polarity of
the f ie ld . The base of each vector is plotted at scaled y-z coordinates
of the spacecraf t location at the time of the magnetopause crossing.
The sca l ing is to a common magnetopause s u r f a c e , spec i f ied by the
gasdynamic model, with a nose radius % = 10 Rg.
The dashed vectors emanating from the same spacecraft coordinates in
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Figure 1 are the y-z components of the model f ield. The GIPM IMF
components for each case were used as input to a model flow field with
average solar wind parameters of Mach number eight and polytropic index
two. Although solar wind parameters measured at ISEE 3 were available
for each case, the flow field was not changed accordingly because of the
orders of magnitude more computer time which would be required. This
constraint has a negligible e f fec t on the resultant magnetic field
orientations but does a f fec t the field magnitude, as discussed later.
The model vectors in Figure 1 represent the magnetic field a small
distance away from the magnetopause, on a magnetopause-shaped surface
with RM = 10-5 RE- Values close to the boundary were not used in order
to avoid the region of rapidly increasing magnetic field magnitude upon
approach to the magnetopause which is unrealistic but inherent in the
gasdynamic model [e.g., Alksne, 1967].
. Figures 2 and 3 summarize the results. The angular separations
between the observed and model vectors in the y-z plane in Figure 1 are
opresented in h is togram form in Figure 2. The angles range from 0 to
180°, but two-thirds of the cases have angular separations of less than
20°.
The observed and model f ield magni tudes , Bo and B^, respectively,
are plotted against each other in Figure 3. The model values have been
3 /2
a d j u s t e d by a f a c t o r of ( l O / R j ^ ) in order to match the size of the
magne tosphe re for each observed case, following the results of Crooker
et al. [1982] , where R^ is given by equation (5) in that paper. The
d a s h e d l ine is not a fit to the po in ts . It is included simply to
i n d i c a t e w h e r e the p o i n t s would fa l l i f the model were a p e r f e c t
p red ic to r . The correlation coefficient between the BM and B0 values is
0.8A.
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Model Magnetic Field Patterns
In order to better understand the expected variation of magnetic
field vector pattern with angle A between the IMF and the x axis in
Figure 1 , model patterns across the face of the magnetopause have been
s
constructed. They are shown in Figure 4 in order of increasing A from
top to bottom. The order is the same as in Figure 1 except that the
increments of increase are somewhat d i f fe ren t . The patterns show the
y-z components of the draped field on a surface with RJJ = 11 RE» outside
the mode l magne topause w i t h R^ = 10 R£ . The radial extent of the
pa t t e rns in the y-z plane is 15 R£. The lengths of the .short lines
forming the patterns are proportional to field strength within each
pat tern, but the proportionality factor changes from pattern to pattern.
For example, a line of a given length in the 90°-diagram is 4.4 times
stronger in field magnitude than a line of the same length in the 0°-
diagram. This difference reflects the greater degree of compression for
an IMF oriented perpendicular to the Earth-sun line.
The main f e a t u r e of the patterns which changes wit.h A is the
location of the point f rom which the short lines radiate. For A = 0°,
this point is at the center of the d iagram, on the stagnation stream-
line. Projected to the magnetopause, at the stagnation point, it is the
point where the magnetic field vanishes. As A becomes f ini te , the point
moves rapidly away from the dayside, to the left in the f igure, for the
usual garden hose spiral angle. For A = 15° the point is just at the
edge of the p a t t e r n , a d i s t a n c e of 15 RE f r o m the center . The
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projection of the point to where the field vanishes at the magneto pause
is even f u r t h e r from the center of the f igure. [See Kartalev and
Mast ikov, 1982, for a more detailed analysis of the behavior of this
point .] For A « 90°, the point is at infinity, and the pattern becomes
symmetric across the noon meridian.
Discussion
The compression between the observed and model field orientations in
Figures 1 and 2 tests not only the ability of the model to predict the
observations but also the ability of IMF measurements made considerably
upstream of the magnetosphere to be representative of conditions in its
immediate vicinity. Statistical results indicate that 75% of the time
the IMF orientation at the sunward-libration-point orbit of ISEE 3 is
within 30° of its orientation measured near Earth after a lag time equal
to the solar wind advect ion time (T. J. Kelly et al., paper in
preparat ion, 1984). In the present analysis extra care was takeir to
d e t e r m i n e the best lag time between ISEE 1 and ISEE 3 by matching
magnet ic fea tu res in the two data sets, at least within a few hours of
the ISEE 1 magnetopause crossing. Still it is likely that a substantial
f ract ion of the spread in the. histogram in Figure 2 is the result of
changing field or ientat ion between ISEE 3 and the near-Earth
envi ronment . In the case of the largest value in the histogram, it is
c lear that a solar wind d i scon t inu i ty which occurred very near the
chosen time interval was responsible for most of the angular difference.
In view of the u n c e r t a i n t y introduced by using ISEE 3 IMF input to the
m o d e l , the results in Figures 1 and *. are remarkably good. They suggest
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that . conditions at the magnetopause are well-represented by the
gasdynamic model slightly away from the magnetopause.
A similar conclusion may be drawn from the comparison of magnetic
field magnitudes in Figure 3. Although the dashed line is not a good
fit to the points, at least there is a clear correlation between the
values. Perhaps a better fit would be obtained if the flow field were
adjusted according to the solar wind Mach number for each case. But
even without improving the fit, again it seems that the model values
outside the region where the field increases unrealistically are not
unreasonably far from the values observed directly outside the
magnetopause.
On the other hand, for practical purposes, the empirical formula for
magnet'ic field strength outside the magnetopuase determined by Crooker
et al. [1982] gives more accuracy than the gasdynamic model, at least
for the average solar wind Mach number flow field used here. A plot of
the empirical formula values .against the model values (not shown) is
similar to Figure 3 except that the scatter is somewhat less and the
slope of a line fit to the points is clearly steeper than the dashed
line. Since the empirical formula values represent smoothed observed
values , it appears that a systematic difference exists between the model
and observations. It is .apparent, even in Figure 3 that the model
predicts values that are too low when the observed values are low and
too high when the observed values are high. This systematic difference
could be the effect of not taking the solar wind Mach number into
account in the model flow fields if the sonic Mach number, used in the
model, varies in phase with the Alfven Mach number in the solar wind.
The model patterns in Figure A differ from previously published
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patterns such as those of Alksne [1967] and Luhmann et al. [1984] in
that they give the vector orientation of the portions of field lines
which come nearest to the magnetopause rather than distortions along the
entire length of field lines passing through the magneto sheath. The
field line distortions tend to give the false impression that the draped
pattern against the magnetopause has more curvature than shown in Figure
4. The lack of substantial curvature in the y-z plane is consistent
with the fact that models which do not take field line draping into
account nevertheless are reasonably successful in predicting the
.magnetospheric response to IMF-orientation dependent energy transfer
[e.g., Gonzalez and Mozer, 1974; Crooker, 1979].
The patterns in Figure 4 are similar to the vector plots of Kartalev
and Mastikov [1982] for a comparable gasdynamic model except that their
plots are on bow-shock-shaped surfaces in the magneto sheath rather than
.on a magnetopause surface . The F^ure 4 plots should be useful for
magnetopause studies which require knowledge of magnetosheath field
or-ientation at the dayside magnetopause , except for A < 15°, when the
locat ion of the point f rom which the field lines radiate is highly
variable with distance from the magnetopause as well as with A [Kartalev
and Mast ikov, 1982]. Since all f ield directions are present within a
small d i s t a n c e of this po in t , comparison wi th observat ions in i ts
v ic in i ty can result in large uncetainties. Part of the success of the
f ie ld orientat ion comparisons in Figures 1 and 2 is that A > 15° for all
cases.
Because A is large for the cases studied here and also because the
c u r v a t u r e of the model draped field pattern is small, the y-z component
of the IMF could be subs t i t u t ed for the model field in the orientation
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comparison and the results would not be significantly different. The
20° - 30° width of the peak of the histogram in Figure 2 is comparable
to or larger than the angular d i f ferences between the IMF and draped
field orientations. On the other hand, angular deviations of this size,
directed opposite f rom each other in opposite hemispheres, are large
enough to account for some pronounced magnetospheric asymmetries
[Crocker et al., 1984b] .
Conclusions
1. The magnetic field in the magnetosheath measured within a few
minutes of a spacecraft crossing o'f the magnetopause does not appear to
be significantly distorted by boundary processes. Its observed
orientation is relatively consistent with the predictions of simple,
g a s d y n a m i c t h e o r y . This conc lus ion does not imply that
magnetohydrodynamic and energy t ransfer processes do not occur at the
magnetopause [see, for example, Crocker et al., 1984a] , but only that
they do not cause large magnetic field distortions.
2. The magnetic field strength as well as its orientation
immediately outside the magnetopause is predicted within a factor of two
or bet ter by the gasdynamic model parameters for an average flow field
at a dis tance of ^ 0.5 R£ f r o m the model magnetopause, outside of the
region where the model field strength increases rapidly and clearly is
not applicable. More accuracy may be achieved by adjusting the flow
field according to solar wind Mach number.
3. The pa t te rn of magnet ic field draping against the raagnetopause
in the plane perpendicular to the Earth-sun line has little curvature.
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The main va r ia t ion in pat tern occurs for decreasing cone angle A
(increasing ratio of x to transverse component ) . The variation is
gradual except for A decreasing frcm „ 15° to 0°. In this range the
pattern shifts f rom a nearly uniformly directed field in the subsolar
region to a pattern in which all field directions are present [see,
also, Kartalev and Mastikov, 1982; Crooker et al., 1984b].
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List of Figures
Fig. 1. Compar i son be tween observed (solid) and model (dashed)
magnetic field vectors in the plane perpendicular to the Earth-sun line,
grouped according to the cone angle A between the observed IMF input to
the model and the Earth-sun line. The views are from the sun in GIPM
coordinates, in which the IMF lies parallel to the x-y plane and A is
i t s a z i m u t h a n g l e , w h i c h a lways lies in the +x , -y q u a d r a n t .
F ig . 2. Hi-s tograms of angular separations between observed and
model vectors in Figure 1.
Fig. 3. Obse rved m a g n e t i c f i e l d magni tudes Bo plotted against
model magnitudes Bm, which have been adjusted according to the size of
the magnetosphere for each case. The dashed line indicates where the
points would lie if the model were a perfect predictor.
Fig. 4. Model magnetic field pa t te rns against the dayside
magneto pause in the plane perpendicular to the Earth-sun line, covering
a circle of radius 15 R£ centered on the subsolar point, for a range of
IMF cone ang les A i n d i c a t e d in the l e f t m a r g i n . The views and
coordinates are the same as in Figure 1.
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ABSTRACT
On January 21, 1972 the Mars-3 spacecraft observed, a variation in
the magnetic field during its-periapsis passage over the dayside of Mars
that was suggestive of entry into a Martian magnetosphere. We have
obtained the original data and trajectory (Sh. Sh. Dolginov, personal
communication, 1983), and have attempted to simulate the observed
variation of the magnetic field using a gasdynamic simulation. In the
gas dynamic model we first generate a flow field and then use this flow
field to carry the interplanetary magnetic field through the Martian
magnetosheath. The independence of the flow field and magnetic field
calculation allows us to converge rapidly on an IMF orientation which
would result in a magnetic variation similar to that observed by Mars-3.
There appears to be no need to invoke an entry into a Martian magnetosphere
to explain these observations. -
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Of the magnetic fields of the four terrestrial planets, the magnetic
field of Mars is least understood, even though Mars has been visited by
many spacecraft. The reason for this gap in our understanding is that
of the many U.S. spacecraft to Mars, only the first, Mariner 4, in 1965,
carried a magnetometer, and on this mission the flyby distance was so
great that only brief encounters with the planetary bow shock and magneto-
sheath were observed (Smith, 1969). At least three Soviet Martian orbiters
have carried magnetometers, but none of these spacecraft have provided low
altitude (<1000 km) data or measurements directly behind the planet. Never-
theless, some of these measurements have been interpreted as indicative of.
the existence of an intrinsic planetary magnetic field. The Mars 5 measure-
ments behind, but not directly behind, the planet have been interpreted as
indicating a tail (Dolginov et a!., 1976). The Mars 2 measurements have
been interpreted as indicating a dipole moment with its axis in the equatorial
plane (Smirnov et al., 1978). The Mars 3 measurements have been interpreted
to indicate, on one occasion, an entry into a Martian magnetosphere (Dolginov
et al., 1973; Gringauz et al., 1974). However, for this interpretation to be
correct, the dipole moment would have to be aligned with the spin axis.
Finally, the Soviet measurements have recently been re-interpreted in terms
of an eroded magnetosphere in which the dipole axis is antiparallel to the
Martian spin axis (T. K. Breus, personal communication, 1983).
These interpretations have been criticized on several counts. The size
of the magnetic moment consistent with the reported Mars 5 tail encounters
is smaller than that reported from the dayside Mars 3 entry (Russell, 1978a).
Further, the "putative tail entries are suspect because of the direction of
the field in the region inferred to be "tail". The Mars 2 inferences are
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inconsistent with the Mars 3 inferences, but are consistent with the magneto-
tail being due to draped interplanetary magnetic field lines (Russell, 1981).
We note that Venus has no discernible intrinsic field, yet still has a
magnetotail formed from the interplanetary magnetic field (Russell et a!.,
1981a). Finally, the Mars 3 measurements have been interpreted as passage
through a magnetosheath, rather than a magnetosphere (Wallis, 1975; Russell,
1978b). Wallis (1975) suggested that the region that Dolginov et'al. (1973)
had identified as magnetosheath could equally well be interpreted as the
foreshock region. Russell (1978b) suggested that the putative magnetospheric
field had the draping pattern of magnetosheath field lines. At that time
there was no convenient means to test the hypothesis. However, code develop-
ment since that time now permits a relatively simple test of this hypothesis,
and it is the purpose of this note to perform such a test.
We note that the subject of Martian magnetism is controversial. A
synopsis of the various arguments has been presented by Slavin and Holzer
(1982). It is not the purpose of this paper to address all the points raised
in that paper. Herein we address only the question of whether the claimed
entry of Mars 3 into a Martian magnetosphere has another equally plausible
explanation. Similar fields may have been observed on Mars 2 but the lack of
orientation information about the solar direction has precluded the interpre-
tation of these fields in terms of an intrinsic Martian magnetic moment
(Dolginov, 1978a).
GASDYMAMIC MODELING
Numerical models of the solar wind interaction with planetary obstacles
have now been in use for nearly two decades (cf. Spreiter et al., 1966).
Code developments and technological change since that time have decreased
the cost and increased the speed and flexibility of the models (Spreiter
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and Stahara, 1980a, b), and provided the capability of intercomparing
observations and models along actual spacecraft trajectories. A feature of
the gasdynamic model makes the model easy to use for the task at hand.
Because of the assumption of high Alfvenic Mach number inherent in the model,
the determination of the magnetic field is decoupled from that of the flow
field. Once the flow solution is calculated, the magnetic field can then be
subsequently determined by solving the remaining equations involving the
magnetic field, employing'the same values for density and velocity, previously
determined from the flow solution. The magnetic field thus determined does
not interact back on the flow. The flow solution depends upon oncoming Mach
number, the ratio of specific heats, y and obstacle shape but is independent
of the IMF.
We use this magnetic field independence in our investigations below in
the following manner. First, we calculated the flow field around the obstacle
for a given Mach number, y, and shape. We choose a magnetosonic Mach number
of 7.7 as being appropriate for average solar wind conditions at Mars (Russell
et al., T982b), and use this value as the analogous Mach number in the gas-
dynamic code. For an obstacle shape we use a Venus shape with an ionospheric
scale height of 0.025. The solution is quite insensitive.-to this latter
quantity as long as it is smaller than about 0.1. The choice of y, the ratio
of specific heats is not a simple matter. Fairfield (1971) and Zhuang and
Russell (1981) both deduced that a value y = 2 gives the best fit to the
terrestrial magnetosheath thickness. Slavin et al. (1983) have found good
agreement for the Mars shock location using y = 2. Tatrallyay et al. (1983)
have found that y = 1.85 provides the best fit for shock jumps at Venus.
However, Tatrallyay et al. (1983) also find an Alfvenic Mach number dependence
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for the value of y and that the best fit value of y is 1.6 above an Alfvenic
Mach number of 7. One explanation for these differences is that the most
appropriate value for y in the Rankine-Hugoniot MHD equations and the most
appropriate y for the gasdynamic code for simulation of bow shock location
are different. Thus, it may not be possible to simultaneously simulate the.
proper shock jump and shock location. We have chosen to optimize our
parameters to reproduce the shock location and not to reproduce precisely the
jump. Thus we have used a Mach number of 7.7 and a y -value of 2.
After the flow field solution is obtained, we can calculate the
magnetic field along the trajectory of the spacecraft as if the magnetic
field lines were dye lines in a fluid flow. This calculation is rapid and
can be repeated at small cost in computing time. Thus, it is feasible
to hunt for a suitable IMF direction, flow observation angle, or obstacle
size.
Previous work has used the gasdynamic simulation to determine 'whether
the bow shock location of Mars implies an obstacle of the size of the planet
plus ionosphere or somewhat larger (Russell, 1977; 1970; Slavin et al., T983).
Once that obstacle size is determined, one has the further problem of whether
the ionosphere is strong enough to stand-off the solar wind (Intriligator and
Smith, 1979; Slavin and Holzer, 1982). In this study, we use the gasdynamic
simulation in a different way. We wish to examine whether we can replicate the
Mars 3 magnetic field observations, which were claimed to indicate a magneto-
spheric entry, with a trajectory passing solely through the magnetosheath. This
argument has been made in the past (Russell, 1978b), but not as quantitatively
as is now possible.
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CALCULATIONS
The magnetic field observations that we are.attempting to model are
shown in Figure 1. Panel (a) shows the time series and panel (b) shows the
field vectors and trajectories projected into the Y-2 plane. The field
values and the trajectory have been supplied in tabular form by Sh. Sh.
Dolginov (personal communication, 1983) to whom we are very grateful. The
trajectory is very similar to that originally derived by Russell (1978b; 1979).
However, use of investigator-supplied values removes the uncertainty
associated with the original interpolation process and a possible source of
error. Table 1 lists the position of Mars-3 at selected times. The magnetic
field values also closely resembled those published by Gringauz et al. (1974)
and Russell (1978b; 1979) as well as thosejn the early publications by
Dolginov and coworkers. However, there is ambiguity and inconsistency in the
various descriptions of the coordinate system used to display the Mars-3 magnetic
field data. We use herein the latest definition (Dolginov, 1978) in which
the direction of the Y-component is in the direction of planetary motion. As
we show below this definition of coordinates provides internal consistency
in the behavior of the data. We emphasize that we must judge consistency in
terms of the variations in the data, since the zero levels of the Mars-3
magnetometer are not known. Our modeling provides an estimate of these
uncertainties and they prove to be large.
If we assume that the Mars-3 magnetometer's zero levels remained unchanged
during its periapsis passage on 1/21/72, we can use the field variations to
initialize our simulation effort. It is both our hypothesis and Wa l l i s 1 (1975)
that an inbound shock crossing occurred at 1829 -f 2 (across an unfortunately .
timed data gap of 4 minutes duration) and an outbound crossing occurred at 1959.
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The latter time was also given as the outbound shock crossing by Dolginov et al.
(1975). However, there is little change in the vector field direction there.
This fact suggests that the outbound shock is a quasi-parallel shock, i.e.,
the IMF is parallel to the shock normal at this point. The inbound shock has
a more rapid increase, as if it were a quasi-perpendicular shock.
Table 2 lists the median magnetic field vectors from 1815 to 1845 Universal
Time across the feature we interpret to be the inbound shock crossing. The
Mars 3 magnetometer returned 8 values of the magnetic field in rapid succession
every 2 minutes only some of which were successfully recovered. The right-
hand column labeled N lists the number of values available at each recording
interval. Assuming that the noise on the measurements, both due to the ambient
medium and due to the spacecraft, were randomly positive and negative, we
used the median values in each telemetry interval as our best estimate.
Medians have been used because mean values are sensitive to occasional very
inaccurate values whereas medians are not.
For our first estimate of the IMF field, we take the jump in field across
the inbound shock divided by three.and assume this to be the IMF value. As
shown in Table 2, the upstream values are "noisy". However, since we are
merely attempting to determine a starting value we will simply use the value
at 1827 as the upstream value and the value at 1831 as the downstream value.
One-third of this difference is (-1.5, -4.5, 0.9) which provides our first
estimate of the upstream field corrected for zero level errors. Figure 2
panel (a) shows the time series derived using this vector as input and an
ionopause altitude of 430 km. The altitude of 430 km was chosen so that the
shock occurred at the.correct location after aberration was included. This
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is consistent with the estimate of Wallis (1975) of the altitude of significant
atmospheric interaction. While the shock location is in fact quite sensitive
to the chosen altitude of the ionopause, the actual solar wind conditions for
1/21/72 are unknown and possible MHD effects on magnetosheath thickness are
also unknown. The important point is that the required altitude of the iono-
pause to fit the data is at a plausible altitude for the ionopause.
The inbound shock crossing occurs about 8 minutes early and the outbound
shock about 22 minutes early. If we rotate the flow 9° in the direction of
aberration expected from planetary motion, we obtain the time series shown in
Figure 2 panel (b). A 9° aberration angle is only about 5° larger than that
expected due to Mars' orbital motion transverse to the solar wind flow and well
within the known amplitude of solar wind directional variations. We note that
other flow directions will also reproduce the observed shock locations for
example a total aberration angle of 7° and a flow from the south of 4° will
do as well.
The model time series of Figure 2 resemble the variations seen in
Figure 1. However, the model variations are smaller than the observations,
especially in the B component. Further, the jump in the magnetic field at
the outbound shock seems larger in the models than in the data. Hence we
need to make the IMF larger, more negative along the Z-direction and more
aligned with the outbound shock normal. Figure 3 shows the results of using
an input value of (-4, -4.5, -3) nT and an aberration of 7 degrees with the
flow coming from 4° below the ecliptic plane. The panel on the right shows
the model and on the left the observations with the baselines corrected so
that the average IMF readings agree. The qualitative behavior of each of the
corresponding traces agrees. The magnitude of the variations are equal but
the traces differ in the exact timing of the peaks and the rapid variations
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in direction. There are many possible reasons for such differences. There
are questions of the appropriate choice of y and MMS for this day and of the
accuracy of the gasdynamic simulation of an MHD problem. We may not have
made the best choice of the IMF orientation. Further, it is certain that
the IMF did not remain steady during the Mars flyby, as assumed in the
simulation.
In order to determine whether our solution is, in fact, a reasonable
one, Figures 4, 5 and 6 compare individual vectors from the observations and
model. Figure 4 shows the solar ecliptic plane projection. The field vectors
to the right and left of Mars agree quite well. Only during the subsolar
passage is there a major disagreement. There is certainly no hint in these
data that a magnetosphere has been entered. Figure 5 shows the vectors
projected in the dawn-dusk plane. There is very good agreement in this
projection except near the inbound shock crossing, where there is some
apparent temporal variation. Finally, in Figure 6, we show the two solar-
cylindrical projections. Again, the agreement is very good, except for
obvious temporal fluctuations and in a region near closest approach. This
latter distortion is a pulling of the field toward the antisolar direction
as if there were some drag on the flow in this region. Such a drag could be
provided by mass-loading such as proposed originally by Wall is (1975).
However, calculations suggest that mass-loading is weak at Mars (Russell et al.,
1983). If, indeed, mass-loading is responsible for this distortion, then our
present atmospheric model requires revision.
Earlier, we speculated that the inbound shock was a quasi-perpendicular
shock and the outbound shock was quasi-parallel. This is, of course, implicit
in the solutions we have derived, but it is of some interest to check this
assumption. We can use the coplanarity assumption to derive the shock normal
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from the model field values. These normals are (.144, -.624, -.442) and
(.618, .705, .347). Since the IMF value input to the model was (-4, -4.5,
-3), these correspond to GBN values of 77° and 12°, respectively, for the
inbound and outbound shocks. These values are those of a quasi-perpendicular
shock and a quasi-parallel shock, as we originally assumed.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The model values do not perfectly replicate the data. Part of the
differences are certainly due to temporal variations in the interplanetary
magnetic field. Some of the difference may be attributable to non-gasdynamic
effects, such as magnetic forces and mass-loading. In view of the existence
of so many reasons why there should be differences, the observed agreement
is heartening. We have found a magnetosheath magnetic field along the
Mars 3 trajectory which resembles the Mars 3 observations. Thus, the Mars 3
data do not provide unambiguously evidence for an intrinsic Martian magnetic
field. Our best fit obstacle size is also quite consistent with an iono-
.spheric obstacle. Not only is the solar wind much weaker at Venus than at
Mars, but also the Mars gravitational field is weaker. Hence, the upper
atmosphere and ionosphere of Mars will have much greater scale heights than
at Venus, all else being equal. On the other hand, in situ measurements of
both the field and plasma of the Martian ionosphere will be necessary before
the exact nature of the ionopause is determined. This study says only that
any planetary field did not extend much above 400 km on 1/21/72, and certainly
not to 1,200 km, the location of Mars-3. We note that these conclusions agree
with Dubinin et al. (1983) based on analogy with laboratory data. However,
they feel there may be evidence for an intrinsic field in the tail data of
Mars 5.
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Finally, we have shown that the gasdynamic simulation provides a powerful
tool for interpreting magnetic measurements obtained in planetary magneto-
sheaths. In the past this important capability has not been fully exploited.
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Table 1. Mars-3 Trajectory
Universal Time XSE YSE ZSE
1801 -0.177 RM -2.788 RM .-0.747 RM
1831 0.659 . -1.313- -1.042
. 1 9 0 1 0.956 0.758 -0.639
1931 0.240 2.198 0.499
2001 -0.641 , 2.927 1.557
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Table 2. Median Magnetic Field Vectors
Universal Time
1815
1817
181?
1821
1823
1825
1827
1829
1831"
1833
1835
1837
1839
1841
1843
1845
BX SE+ -
-0.6
-2.4
-2.3
-2.0
-2.6
-3.9
-3.9
— "
-8.4
-9.1
-11.0
-10.4
-10.4
-10.4
-10.4
-8.1
BY SE+
3.3
3.9
3.9
4.5
5.5
7.8
5.2
— • '
-8'. 4
-10.4
-13.0
-13.0
-12.6
. -12.3
-8.4.
-5.2.
BZ SE+
-6.2
-7.8
-5.5
-6.2
-5.2
-7.8
-7.8
— ~
-5.2
-7.8
-9.1
-13.6
-16.9
-20.2
-23.4,,'
-22.1
N
6
8
8
8
3
5
1
0
3
2
8
3
8
5
5
4
Zero levels unknown
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Figure 1. Magnetic field observed by the Mars 3 spacecraft on 01/21/72.
(a) Time series in solar ecliptic coordinates.
(b) Vectors along the trajectory projected into the Y-Z solar ecliptic
plane. No zero level corrections have been applied.
Figure 2. Magnetic field calculated along Mars 3 trajectory using a
ratio of specific heats, y. of 2 a mannetosonic Mach number
of 7.7, and an iononause altitude of .430km, with an IMF of
(-1.5, -4.5, 0.90) nT.
(a) Model A with no aberration of the solar wind.
(b) Model B with' a 9° aberration of the solar wind in the direction of
the average expected solar wind observation.
Figure 3. Magnetic field along the Mars 3 trajectory
(a) Panel on left shows observations corrected so that average IMF is
same as IMF in model C.
(b) Panel on right shows model C. All parameters are the same as in
models B, except IMF has been changed to (-4, -4.5, -3), and,flow is
aberrated 7° in ecliptic plane and 4° from the South.
Figure 4. Ecliptic plane projection of magnetic field along Mars 3
trajectory.
(a) Corrected observations.
(b) Model C.
Figure 5. Dawn-dusk plane projection of magnetic field along Mars 3
trajectory.
(a) Corrected observations.
(b) Model C
Figure 6. Solar-cylindrical projection of magnetic field along Mars 3
trajectory.
(a) Corrected observations.
(b) Model C.
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ABSTRACT
Pioneer 10,11 and Voyager 1,2 observations are used to study global
aspects of the solar wind interaction with Jupiter and Saturn. Upstream
solar wind measurements and scaling laws are used to characterize the
relevant flow parameters, Pgw, PO/PSW, MS, MA, and IMF spiral angle near
the orbits of these two planets. Bow shock and magnetopause position
are found to vary as the fourth root of dynamic pressure at Jupiter and
the sixth root at Saturn with average solar wind stand-off distances of
68 RJ and 19 R_, respectivliey. In shape, the Jovian bow shock and
magnetopause surfaces are similar to their terrestrial counterparts, but
with a magnetosheath that is about 45% thinner than predicted by
axisymmetric gasdynamic theory. This result is interpreted as further
evidence for strong polar flattening at Jupiter relative to the other
known magnetospheres. The Saturnian magnetopause and bow shock
boundaries are significantly more flared than at the earth with a
subsolar magnetosheath that is 20% thinner than predicted by
axisymmetric gasdynamic theory. The very blunt magnetopause may be due
in part to the decrease in PQ/PSW with increasing distance from the sun
and its effect on flaring and tail diameter. Comparison with gasdynamic
theory at Saturn produces better agreement than at Jupiter and suggests
that the amount of polar flattening at Saturn is intermediate between
Earth and Jupiter. Finally, a gasdynamic model of solar wind flow past
Titan during the 1% of the time when it's orbit is upstream of the
Saturn bow shock is presented.
Introduction
The flow of solar wind about the planets is determined by upstream
parameters and the nature of the interaction which deflects the incident
plasma. Being a fundamental problem in solar-planetary physics, the
subject has recieved considerable attention in the literature (Spreiter,
1984; Russell, 1984). Due to the many sucessful U.S. and U.S.S.R.
missions to Mercury, Venus.Earth, and Mars during the 1960's and 1970's,
the emphasis of these studies has been on the inner planets (Breus,
1979; Russell, 1979; Siscoe and Slavin, 1979; Fairfield, 1979; Gringauz,
1981; Slavin and Holzer, 1982). The interaction with each planet is
somewhat different and that difference is manifested in the pattern of
solar wind flow about the body. The near total absorption of the
incoming solar wind by the Moon results in no upstream bow shock and a
wake containing little plasma (Siscoe et al., 1969). At Venus the
electrically conducting ionosphere diverts most of the solar wind and
gives rise to a relatively strong.bow shock (Slavin et al., 1980), but
neutral atmosphere interactions and ionospheric dissipation result in
1-10% absorption, a thinner than expected magnetosheath, and the pick-up
of 0+ (Slavin et al., 1980; Intriligator, 1982; Cloutier, 1984). Fewer
observations are available at Mercury and Mars, but their small dipole
moments are expected to make surface/interior conductivity at Mercury
and ionosphere/atmosphere characteristics at Mars important factors in
their response to various solar wind conditions (Siscoe et al., 1975;
Slavin and Holzer, 1979; Suess and Goldstein, 1979; Intriligator and
Smith, 1979; Slavin and Holzer, 1982).
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The purpose of this study is to extend certain aspects of the work
that has been done on the terrestrial planets to Jupiter and Saturn. In
particular, the Pioneer 10,11 and Voyager 1,2 observations near Jupiter
and Saturn are used to characterize the relevant upstream flow
parameters at 5 and 9 AU, model bow shock/magnetopause position as a
function of dynamic pressure, and compare the overall results with the
predictions of gasdynamic theory. The results are found to have
significant implications for both solar wind interaction modeling and
our picture of the Jovian and Saturnian magnetospheres.
Solar Wind Parameters
The radial gradients in the solar wind (Smith and Wolfe, 1979; Burlaga
et al., 1982; Gazis, 1984; Slavin et al., 1984a) result in major
variations of the mean flow parameters across the orbits of the planets.
Tables 1 and 2 display average interplanetary conditions and derived
parameters based upon the scaling laws and 1 AU values adopted by Slavin
and Holzer (1981). Over the 30 AU distance separating Mercury and
Neptune the total changes in Vgw, Tg, T , B, and N are factors of 1, 5,
2x10*, 3xl02, and 10^ , respectively. In Table 2 these values have been
used to calculate the flow parameters that are most relevant to our
study. For gasdynamic descriptions, the flow is completely determined
by the obstacle boundary conditions and sonic Mach number with an
appropriate adiabatic exponent (Spreiter et al., 1966; Dryer and
Heckman, 1967). The full MHD treatment yields the flow field for a
given set of obstacle boundary conditions, sonic Mach number, Alfvenic
Mach Number, and the upstream magnetic field orientation (Spreiter and
Rizzi, 1974). Two additional parameters, solar wind dynamic pressure,
P =BV2, and the ratio of static to dynamic pressure, £B2/8f-Hik(Ti+Te)J/
•V , nave been included because they determine magnetopause radius and
shape respectively (Coronitl and Kennel, 1972).
The greatest changes are in the dynamic pressure and static to dynamic
pressure ratios which change by factors of 10 and 10 over 30 AU. For
a given planetary -magnetic moment, the results are larger, more flared
magnetopauses with increasing distance from the the sun as a result of
the usual pressure balance arguments (Coroniti and KenneL, 1972). Both
sonic and Alfvenic Mach numbers increase by about a factor of 3 over the
orbits of the planets. The expected results will be more strong,
supercritical bow shocks with slightly thinner magnetosheaths and
smaller Mach cones as distance from the sun increases (Spreiter et al.,
1966; Slavin et al., 1984b). In addition, the increased MA values
should result in improved agreement between MHD and gasdynamic theory
with increasing distance from the sun as the IMF weakens and the
magnetic terms tend toward zero (Spreiter and Rizzi, 1974). Finally,
the IMF shifts from being nearly aligned with the solar wind flow at
Mercury to perpendicular by the orbit of Jupiter. The main effect of
the spiral angle variation will be in the planetary foreshocks and
regions of the shock surfaces which are quasi-parallel and
quasi-perpendicular (Greenstadt et al., 1984).
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In order to validate these models, hourly averaged merged plasma and
magnetic field data sets for Pioneer 10 and 11 near Jupiter and Saturn,
respectively, were assembled. Histograms of MS and MA for intervals
when the spacecraft were outside of the shock and within 0.1 AU of the
orbits of each planet were calculated. As shown, the time each
spacecraft spent near the planet corresponded to several solar rotations
and probably provided a good measure of conditions around those points
in the solar cycle. The mean sonic Mach numbers were Ms«=9.9 at Jupiter
and 11.1 at Saturn. The Alfvenic Mach numbers were 16.9 and 18.1,
respectively. Hence, it appears that at least during the Pioneer epoch
the sonic Mach numbers were well predicted, but the absolute values of
the Alfvenic Mach numbers and their gradient may be underestimated.
Bow Shock and Magnetopause Models
Jupiter and Saturn have now be visited by a total of 4 and 3
spacecraft, respectively. Thus, we have more boundary crossings than at
Mercury where there were just the two rapid Mariner 10 fly-bys, but
fewer than at Venus, Earth, or Mars. Figure 3 displays the Pioneer and
Voyager trajectories in planet, centered cylindrical coordinates. A
single average shock and magnetopause crossing per inbound or outbound
leg based upon encounters confirmed by both the plasma and magnetic
field groups (Wolfe et al., 1974; Mihalov et al., 1975; Wolfe et al.,
1980; Smith et al., 1974; 1975; 1980a,b; Bridge et al., 1979a,b; 1981;
1982; Ness et al., 1979a,b; 1981; 1982) is plotted for comparison. At
both planets the scatter without solar wind pressure corrections is
considerable. In particular, the Voyager 1 and 2 Saturn outbound
encounters stand out as examples of copression and rarefaction events to
be discussed later.
The trajectories in Figure 3 indicate that we have boundary crossings
clustered in the subsolar, terminator, and downstream regions. When
fitting these measurements, our intention is to study the dayside solar
wind interaction. For this reason the downstream passes, Voyager 1,2 at
Jupiter and Voyager 1 at Saturn, will not be considered. Inclusion of
downstream boundary crossings would force the model fits to be
hyperbolas for the bow shocks and blunted cylinders for the
magnetopauses independent of the actual shape of the dayside boundaries
(Slavin et al., 1984b). This data selection decisions also make it
possible to directly compare the Jupiter and Saturn results to those
obtained previously for the inner planets using similar criteria (Slavin
and Holzer, 1981).
For modeling the Jupiter and Saturn boundary surfaces the three
parameter second order method which Slavin and Holzer (1981) have
applied to the inner planets will be used. The shock and magnetopause
surfaces are assumed to be symmetric about
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the aberrated planetocentric orbital x axis (i.e. Vgw/1 Vgw| =-£') over
the low latitude band sampled by these spacecraft. The equation for the
model surface is
r = L/(l +ecos6) (1)
where r is radial distance from the conic focus at x'=x , £ is the
surface eccentricity, and L is the semi-latus rectum. As discussed in
the papers by Slavic and co-workers, linear least squares techniques may
be applied to (1) for determining the best x ,£, and L values.
In Figures 4, 5, 7, and 8 the bow shock and magnetopause crossings at
Jupiter and Saturn are modeled in aberrated coordinates both with and
without corrections for upstream pressure. The many multiple crossings
recorded per pass due to boundary motion were averaged together when not
separated by intervals of about 10 hours or more. This procedure
eliminates weighting of the fits toward passes with large numbers of
crossings due to boundary waves (Slavin and Holzer, 1981). Actual
upstream solar wind speeds were used in aberrating the points, when it
was available, and 430 km/s was assumed when it was not.
The top panels of Figures 4, 5, 7, and 8 display the crossings and
best fits in the absence of any corrections for upstream dynamic
pressure. The fits are all reasonably good, but the rms deviations
normal to the curves is large. Using these shapes, the individual
crossings were extrapolated down to the stagnation line, 6=0°, and
plotted against the observed upstream dynamic pressure in Figures 6 and
9. In the case of the magnetopause crossings, the external pressure was
inferred from the state of compression of the magnetic field just inside
of the magnetopause using the method of Slavin et al. (1983). As noted
in the figures, a simple Newtonian pressure balance is assumed, using
minimum variance magnetopause normals determined by previous studies
(Sonnerup et al.; Smith et al., 1980b; Ness et al., 1979a,b; 1981;
1982). The resulting measure of dynamic pressure, Pgw , is equal to the
actual dynamic pressure only if the plasma pressure just inside the
magnetopause is small, as will be discussed later.
The Jovian shock position in Figure 6 varies as the -1/4.0 power of
dynamic pressure while the magnetopause responds as -1/4.4 power of the
inferred dynamic pressure. Since the two surfaces must on average move
together, this result suggests effect of magnetospheric plasma on
magnetopause pressure balance must not have changed greatly over the
temporal and spatial intervals covered by these crossing. Assuming a
-1/4 exponential dependence, the bow shock and magnetopause crossings at
Jupiter have been scaled to their average pressures and modeled in the
bottom panels of Figures 4 and 5. The result is a 25-55% decrease in
the rms deviations with only slighlty altered shapes.
Figure 9 shows the results when the same procedure is applied to
Saturn. Again, the pressure dependences for the two different methods
and surfaces are similar with exponents of -1/5.1 and -1/6.1. Assuming
the -1/6 power pressure dependence, the bottom panels of Figures 7 and 8
display the pressure corrected Saturn bow shock and magnetopause
surfaces. The. model surface shapes show a large change due to the
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corrections associated with the low external pressures during the
outbound Pioneer 11 and Voyager 2 passes. The pressure corrections
produce 30-40% reductions in the normal rms deviations.
In Figure 3 it pointed out that the Voyager 1 downstream boundary
crossings, which were excluded from our study, • occurred mcuh closer to
the x' axis than would be expected from the general location of the
Pioneer 11 and Voyager 2 encounters. Some studies (e.g. Behannon et
al., 1983) have gone so far as to suggest that the Voyager 2 crossings
included in our study were at unusually great distances due to the
immersion of Saturn in Jupiter's tail. Fortunately, the pressure
corrections in Figures 7 and 8 have taken into account these low
external pressures, regardless of the cause. An equally important
question that does not appear to have been addressed in the past is
whether or not the downstream Voyager 1 crossings corresponded to high
solar wind pressures. Due to the downstream nature of the crossings
either high dynamic or static pressure could depress the magnetopause
location. While the complete plasma and magnetic field data sets and
minimum variance analyses for these boundary encounters have not been
published, Slavin et al. (1983a) did note unexpectedly high tail
magnetic fields, based upon typical 9 AU solar wind conditions such as
in Table 2, just inside the Voyager 1 outbound magnetopause crossing.
Without a minimum variance analysis it is not possible to determine the
relative effects of dynamic and static pressure and make a rigorous
pressure correction. However, an upper limit has been set in Figure 10
by assuming that the balance only involved static solar wind pressure
and lobe magnetic fields. Under this situation the diamter of the tail
varies as the square root of the tail field, BC, relative to the
terminal field derived from the static pressure in Table 2, Bj.e (e.g.
Coroniti and Kennel, 1972). Based upon ISEE-3 experience at the Earth
(Slavin et al., 1983c), the downstream distance at which this is
strictly true at Saturn may be on the order of 10 to 12 solar wind
stand-off distances, or 200-^ ,40 Rg. For this reason the triangle in
Figure 10 marking the pressure corrected Voyager 1 magnetopause crossing
is only an upper limit. However, comparison with the extapolated Saturn
dayside magnetopause model indicates that the actual pressure correction
might produce good agreement. This is particularly true when it is
remembered that while we only modeled the forward magnetopause, the the
surface must eventually turn over and become cyclindrical; In terms of
modeling the entire magnetopause, a 2nd order fit is generally used up
to an obstacle radius or so downstream and then straight lines are
assume as in Fairfield (1971). The alternatives are less flexible
asymptotic functions (e.g. Howe and Binsack, 1972) or ackward, less
physical higher order polynomial expansions.
The pressure normalized dayside boundary models for Jupiter and Saturn
produced by this study are compared with the results from other planets
in Figure 11. The bottom panel plots magnetopause location in units of
the distance to the subsolar point (i.e. obstacle radii, RAD)' As
discussed earlier, the Saturn and Jupiter models are based upon low
latitude observations of a three dimensional surface which may exhibit
significant polar flattening. For Earth, the observations extend over a
greater range of latitude on a surface which possesses only a small
amount of flattening. As shown, the Jupiter magnetopause is slightly
blunter than that of the Earth, but much less than at Saturn.
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The top panel of Figure 11 displays bow shock location at Venus, Mars,
Earth, Jupiter, and Saturn in units of planetocentric distance to the
nose of the shock, R^n> The models for the inner planets come from the
work of Slavin and Holzer (1981) which used the same modeling
techniques and data selection criteria as were applied to Jupiter and
Saturn in this study. As shown, the Jupiter and Earth surfaces are
again quite similar in shape, but with the Jupiter shock the less blunt,
perhaps due to the higher Mach numbers at 5 AU. Saturn again possesses
the most flared surface shape. This ordering is in reasonable agreement
with that of the magnetopause surfaces in the lower panel. Hence, there
is general consitency between the two sets of boundaries. As discussed
by Slavin et al. (1983b), the bow shocks at Venus and Mars are less
blunt than at Earth due to their lack of strong intrinsic magnetic
fields and limited solar wind-netural atmosphere interactions. Under
these conditions the obstacle tends to follow the circular shape of the
planet with little flaring.
Finally, in Figure 10 the Jupiter and Saturn magnetosheath boundaries
are compared with the Earth results of Slavin and Holzer (1981). For
this purpose it is necessary to scale the bow shock and magnetopause
models to a common dynamic pressure and hence make a reasonable
assumption concerning the relationship of Pgw to Pgw . In the case of
Jupiter, a beta of 1 inside the magnetopause appears consistent with the
Voyager particle measurements (Krimigis et al., 1981). The actual
dynamic pressure would then be twice the Pgw value inferred from the
magnetic field alone. This assumption also appears reasonable in that
it makes the average dynamic pressure during the shock crossings in
Figure 4 nearly equal to that during the magnetopause encounters in
Figure 5. At Saturn plasma was also detected within the magnetosphere,
but beta appears to have been generally of order 10 , or less, near the
magnetopause (Lanzerotti et al., 1983). Due to both the Voyager results
and the near sixth root pressure dependence in Figure 9, we have assumed
P =P for the purposes of this study. Finally, the bow shock and
magnetopause surfaces for all three planets have been plotted in units
of magnetopause nose distance from the center of the planet termed the
obstacle radius, RQJJ-
The surfaces in Figure 12 display two interesting results. At
Jupiter, the subsolar magnetosheath appears to be much thinner than the
earth despite the similar shapes for their low latitude magnetopause
magnetospheric boundaries. The ratios of subsolar shock to magnetopause
radius are 1.41, 1.25, and 1.53 at Earth, Jupiter, and Saturn,
respectively. In the case of Saturn the magnetopause appears to be more
flared than at the earth or Jupiter, but with a magnetosheath that is
only little thicker than its terrestrial counterpart. While the
limited amount of coverage provided by the Pioneer and Voyager Missions
may have had some influence on these results, both findings appear to be
experimentally significant and potentially important. In later sections
these effects are investigated with gasdynamic flow calculations and
contrasted with other observations on the solar wind interaction with
these planets.
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Solar Wind .Stand-Off Distance
Using the magnetopause models and Pioneer data sets described earlier,
we have examined the distribution of solar wind dynamic pressure and its
effect on the distance to the nose of the magnetosphere, IU. As shown
in Figure 13, the range in solar wind stand-off distance at Jupiter
appears to vary from about 40 Rj to 110 Rj with a mean near RN=68 Rj. A
larger solar wind data set covering more of the solar cycle would
increase these overall limits, but the predicted distribution appears to
agree well with the observed magnetopause locations. In the case of
Saturn, Figure 14 indicates that the range is less than at Jupiter due
to its earh-like compressibility. The bounds are about 12 and 24 R
with a mean of 18.8 Rg. Again, the observed Pioneer and Voyager
magnetopause crossings agree well with the predicted distribution.
As would be expected due to its immense size, the variability in
magnetospheric diameter size at Jupiter will almost never extend down to
the major satellites and expose them to the solar wind. The situation
at Saturn is quite different as has been recognized by many other
studies (e.g. Wolf and Neubauer, 1982). In particular, Titan's 20.3 RS
orbit places it just beyond the average 18.8 Rg subsolar diameter of the
Saturnian magnetosphere. Hence, Titan usually spends a portion of its
orbit in the magneto sheath. About 1% of time, when Rjj<14 Rg, part of
Titan's orbit will take it out into the solar wind upstream of Saturn's
bow shock. While not common, this situation is similar in probability
to the terrestrial magnetopause being pushed down to geosynchronous
orbit; an infrequent, but well observed phenomenon. Finally, it is
noted that the E-ring is near the limits of how far the Saturn
magnetopause might be depressed. Under intervals of extreme solar wind
pressure, the electromagnetic environment of the outermost ring
particles might be be influenced by the solar wind.
Gasdynamic Modeling
Single fluid axially symmetric gasdynamic calculations have proved
quite useful in the study of :solar wind flow past the inner planets.
For our best observed case, the Earth, gasdynamic theory is able to do a
very good job of predicting bow shock position and , other global
characteristics of the flow (Fairfield, 1971; 1979; Slavin et al.,
1983). At Venus, where the atmosphere forms ,a distributed source
interacting with the solar wind, comparison of the observations with
simple gasdynamic calculations of flow about a thin tangential
discontinuity has made it possible to identify perturbations due to the
charge exhange and photoion pickup (Slavin et al., 1980; 1983b).
The gasdynamic approximation states that the MHD equations reduce to
the simpler gasdynamic equations for weak magnetic fields in the sense
of large MA2 V^2/(B2/8ff) (Spreiter et al., 1966). Inspection of Table
2 and Figures' 1,2 shows that gasdynamic theory should be least
applicable at Mercury and most useful at Jupiter and beyond. Given the
good agreement at 1 AU, the expectation would be that gasdynamic theory
should yield a very accurate description of the flow about Jupiter and
Saturn.
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Figures 15 and 16 compare the predictions of the Spreiter and Stahara
(1980; Stahara et al., 1980) gasdynamic code with our observational
models at Jupiter and Saturn. The tangential discontinuity obstacle in
their code is axially symmetric with shape given by the parameter, H/RO.
As shown by dashed lines in the two figures, we have selected H/R
values which give excellent agreement with the forward magnetopause
surfaces at both planets. The differences between the observed and
assumed obstacle surfaces behind the terminator only influence the very
distant downstream flow (Slavin et al., 1984b). Based upon Table 2 and
Figures 1 and 2, sonic Mach numbers of 10 and 12 were used to represent
average conditions at Jupiter and Saturn. The final parameter needed
for the gasdynamic model is the adiabatic exponent, Jf. On the basis of
previous studies (Slavin et al., 1983b), the value of 2 was used.
Itoprovided the best agreement between theory and observation with
regard to .shock position and average flow characteristics at 1 AU.
In Figure 15 the observed location of the Jovian bow shock is much
lower than predicted. The actual thickness of the Jovian magnetosheath
is only 45% of the value predicted by the gasdynamic model. This result
is well outside the fitting error bars and much larger than the expected
sampling uncertainty based upon the 5 passes through the subsolar region
shown in Figure 3. For Saturn, Figure 16 displays better agreement
between the gasdynamic model and observation, but with the predicted
subsolar magnetosheath about 20% too thin. The poorer sampling at
Saturn may have contributed to the discrepancy through the observational
model, but the overestimate of magnetosheath width for both cases
suggests a common cause pecular to the Jovian and Saturnian
magnetospheres.
In Figure 17 we suggest that the poor agreement between observation
and the gasdynamic code, relative to past terrestrial experience, stems
from its assumption of axial symmetry. At the Earth, both theory and
observation indicate that the eccentricity of the magnetospheric cross
section in the terminator plane is small, £< 0.2 (Holzer and Slavin,
1978). While the higher latitudes at Jupiter and Saturn have not be
examined in situ, theoretical models of the Jovian field (e.g. Engle and
Beard, 1980) suggest considerable polar flattening, f, «*• 0.8, ultimately
due to the large amount of plasma within the magnetosphere and its rapid
rotation rate. Saturn is presumably intermediate with a high rotation
rate and more magnetospheric plasma than at Earth, but less than at
Jupiter (Krimigis et al., 1983; Maclennan et al., 1983; Lanzerotti et
al., 1983).
In terms of our comparison, the Pioneer and Voyager observational
models are based upon moderate to low latitude observations. For flow
about a non-axially symmetric body, streamlines cease to be axially
symmetric with mass flux being channelled from longer paths about the
broader body sections toward the shorter paths-about the less blunt
sections. The result is a net transfer of mass flux from the low
latitude magnetosheath, thereby reducing its width, to the high latitude
magnetosheath which grows in width relative to the axisymmetric case.
Hence, the application of an axially symmetric model to only polar
measurements would produce a theoretical magnetosheath that was thicker
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than observed, while the opposite is true for the equatorial study in
Figures 15 and 16. The magnitude of the discrepancy caused by the
assumption of axial symmetry increases as the amount of polar flattening
increases. Hence, the smaller disagreement at Saturn supports the idea
that Saturn's magnetosphere exhibits properties which are intermediate
between the earth and Jupiter in terms of the importance of rotation
rate and internal plasma sources.
As was reported in the preceding section, Titan's orbit will lie
upstream of the Saturn bow shock about 1% of time. During these
occassions Titan will sometimes find itself interacting directly with
the solar wind. If it is sufficiently magnetized, then a small
intrinsic field magnetosphere will form. Alternatively, the solar wind
may impinge directly upon the ionosphere/atmosphere as at Venus. In
either event, the interaction may be unique due to Titan's thick
atmosphere, low gravity, and large neutral atmosphere scale heights
resulting in cometary .amounts of photoionization and charge exchange
(Hartle et al., 1982).
Figure 17 presents a qualitative picture of the Titan interaction just
upstream of Saturn's bow shock during an interval of high solar wind
pressure. The flow about Titan is represented by a Mg=12, Y= 2,
H/R0=0.8 gasdynamic model with the nose of the obstacle being 1.5 Up
from the center of the body (i.e. near the exobase). The gasdynamic
model does not explicitly take into account the neutral atmosphere
interaction, but the conceptual picture should be correct unless the
mass loading is sufficient to do away with the bow shock by gradually
slowing and absorption of the flow (Wallis, 1973). Depending upon
upstream IMF orientation, an interesting mutual foreshock region might
be created with seed particles from Titan's bow shock influencing the
much larger Saturnian foreshock. Otherwise, the Saturnian bow shock
should be relatively unaffected by the Titan interaction. Even on
streamlines adjacent to the Titan tail may reach solar wind speeds a few
obstacle radii downstream depending upon the strength of mass loading
effects. The portion of Saturn's bow shock which stands in the Titan
magnetosheath is termed a secondary bow shock. Small transverse
gradients in the Titan magnetosheath may slightly alter its shape, as
shown, but unless strong mass loading occurs over a large region the
strength of the secondary bow shock will be almost that of the rest of
Saturn's shock. Finally, Titan's tail is depicted as an analogue of the
Venus tail (Russell et al., 1982). For the Titan location relative to
the Saturn magnetopause chosen in Figure 17, Titan's tail will fail to
form a tight bundle downstream of the Saturn bow shock due to the slow
flow speeds near the stagnation region. If the solar wind pressure were
ever strong enough to place Titan upstream of the flanks of Saturn bow
shock, then a much longer tail could form in the super-sonic,
super-Alfvenic Saturn magnetosheath away from the stagnation region.
Discussion and Summary
In this study we have used to the Pioneer and Voyager observations to
characterize the solar wind conditions near the orbits of Jupiter and
Saturn, create pressure corrected models of their bow shock and
magnetopause surfaces, and compared the results with the predictions of
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gasdynamic theory. Previously, some examinations of boundary location
and response to pressure have been conducted for individual missions
(e.g. Smith et al., 1980; Smith et al., 1981; Bridge et al., 1982; Ness
et al., 1981; 1982), but none performed a comprehensive study using both
the Pioneer and Voyager data sets.
Our study of the boundary surface pressure dependences produced
reasonable agreement between the magnetopause and bow shock observations
at each planet. This finding supports the general validity of the method
and assumptions used to infer solar wind dynamic pressure from the
magnetopause measurements. More importantly, the overall results
confirm the approximate fourth root and sixth root dependences of
boundary position on dynamic pressure that have been determined for
Jupiter and Saturn, respectively, by earlier studies (e.g. Siscoe et
al., 1980; Smith et al., 1981; Bridge et al., 1982).
Magnetopause flaring at the earth has been well studied both
theoretically and experimentally (e.g. Coroniti and Kennel, 1972; Slavin
et al., I983c). The flaring angle, , is determined everywhere by the
pressure balance condition
Vsw - CB2/8V+ nk(VTi)) (2)
where ovgw^sin \j> is the normal component of the dynamic pressure and PQ
is the static pressure in the solar wind. The right hand side describes
the internal pressure just inside the magnetopause. The presence of the
bow shock may be ignored here because it does not change the total
pressure on the left hand side and the ratio of static to dynamic
pressure in the magnetosheath rapidly moves toward solar wind values
with increasing distance from the stagnation region (Spreiter et al.,
1966). In the subsolar region the flaring angle is large and the
dynamic pressure dominates the external pressure. However, at large
distances downstream the flaring angle descreases to zero and the tail
reaches its terminal configuration where solar wind static pressure
alone balances internal pressure.
Based upon this pressure balance model, two ways of increasing the
magnetopause flaring angle have been suggested which may explain the
bluntness of the Jovian and Saturnian magnetopause surfaces. When
equation (2) is solved iteratively to arrive at an actual obstacle
surface (Spretier and Stahara, 1980), the shape of the surface is
moderately sensitive to the internal pressure dependence upon radius
(i.e. its compressibility). The weaker the pressure dependence (e.g.
fourth root at Jupiter versus sixth root at Earth and Saturn), the
greater the outward displacement and flaring along the flanks as
decreases. This effect could produce the slightly increased flaring at
Jupiter relative to the Earth, but it would not apply to Saturn. The
second possible cause of enhanced flare angles was suggested in
reference to Saturn by Slavin et al. (1983a). As the flaring angle
decreases toward zero, the external pressure in (2) becomes simply the
static pressure. The terminal diameter of the tail, which ultimately
determines the total bluntness of the magnetopause and its overall
flaring, is therefore only a function of the external static pressure
and the internal magnetic flux content of the tail lobes (Coroniti and
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Kennel, 1972). As the ratio of PQ to Pgw decreases with increasing
distance from the sun, there is a trend toward larger diameter tails and
therefore blunter dayside magnetopause surfaces. In the case of Jupiter
the effect will be offset by the small size of the Jovian polar cap
(Behannon et al., 1981) compared to those of Earth and Saturn (Ness et
al., 1982). Hence, while further study is needed on this subject, there
does exist a mechanism for producing the strong flaring at Saturn and
weak flaring at Jupiter appear in our boundary models.
Finally, comparison of our observational results with gasdynamic
calculations based upon typical Mach numbers for the outer solar system
determined that the subsolar Jovian and Saturnian magnetosheaths are 45%
and 20% thinner than expected. We have suggested that the most
plausible cause for this result is polar flattening of these
magnetospheres not included in the axially symmetric gasdynamic code.
Previously, polar flattening at Jupiter has not only been predicted
theoretically, but it has also been invoked to explain some aspects of
the Jovian magnetosheath by other studies (Lepping et al., 1980). Our
findings support the. results of these previous investigations and
present evidence that Saturn may be intermediate between Jupiter and
Earth with respect to polar flattening.
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Figure Captions
1. Histograms of sonic and Alfvenic Mach number based upon Pioneer' 10
measurements near Jupiter encounter.
2. Histograms of sonic and Alfvenic Mach number based upon Pioneer 11
measurements near Saturn encounter.
3. Pioneer and Voyager spacecraft trajectories at Jupiter and Saturn
encounter in cyclindrical planetocentric coordinates.
4. Fits to the Jovian bow shock crossings with and without corrections
for upstream dynamic pressure.
5. Fits to the Jovian magnetopause with and without corrections for
external pressure.
6. Subsolar location of the Jovian bow shock and magnetopause as
functions of upstream dynamic pressure.
7. Fits to the Saturnian bow shock crossings with and without
corrections for upstream dynamic pressure.
8. Fits to the Saturnian magnetopause crossins with and without
corrections for external pressure.
9. Subsolar location of the Saturnian bow shock and magnetopause
as functions of upstream dynamic pressure.
10. Upper and lower limits on the location of the outbound Voyager „
1 magnetopause crossing at Saturn after correction is made
for external pressure. Dashed line is the extrapolated best
fit to the pressure corrected dayside magnetopause surface.
11. A comparison of the shapes of all planetary bow shock and
magnetopause surfaces determined thus far.
12. A comparison of magnetosheath boundaries at Earth, Jupiter,
and Saturn.
13. Histograms of Pioneer 10 solar wind dynamic pressure measurements
near Jupiter encounter and the corresponding magnetopause positions
relative to the Galilean satellites.
14. Histograms of Pioneer 11 solar wind dynamic pressure measurements
near Saturn encounter and the corresponding magnetopause positions
relative to the major satellites and the E-ring.
15. Observational models of the Jovian bow shock and magnetopause
are compared with the predictions of high Mach number gasdynamic
theory (dashed lines).
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16. Observational models of the Saturnian bow shock and magnetopause
are compared with th predictions of high Mach number gasdynamic
theory (dashed lines).
17. A conceptual representation of magnetopause shape in the
terminator plane based upon observations at the Earth, theoretical
magnetic field models at Jupiter, and interpretation of gasdynamic
modeling results for Saturn.
18. A conceptual picture of the solar wind interaction with Titan
when it is directly upstream of Saturn based upon a gasdynamic
of the Titan flow pattern.
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TABLE 1- INTERPLANETARY CONDITIONS
PLANET
MERCURY
VENUS
EARTH
MARS
JUPITER
SATURN
URANUS
NEPTUNE
SCALING
R(AU)
0-31
0-47
0-72
1.0
1.5
5-2
9-6
19.1
30-2
Vsw (KM/S)
430.
430
430
430
430
430
430
430
430
R°
Np (CM"3)
73-
32.
14-
7.0
3.1
0-26
0.076
0.019
0-0077
R-2
B (NT) Tp
46.
21.
10.
6.0
3-4
0.83
0.44
0-22
0-14
(2R-2+2)l/2/2R
(10«°K)
17.
13.
10.
8.0
6.1
2.7
1-8
LI
0.82
R-2/3
TE ClO^K)
22.
19.
17.
15-
13.
8-7
7.1
5-6
, 4-8
R-l/3
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TABLE 2. FLOW PARAMETERS
PLANET
MERCURY
VENUS
EARTH
MARS
JUPITER
SATURN
URANUS
NEPTUNE
R(AU) 10
0.31
0.47
0.72
LOO
1-52
5 - 2
9.6
19-1
30-2
~
8
 (DYNES/CM2) PO/PSW <*) Ms
26.
11.
5.
2 -5
1.1
0-092
0.027
0.0069
0.0027
4.9
2.9
1.9
1.5
1.2
0 - 7 8
0-65
0.57
0.52
5 - 5
6.1
6 - 6
7.2
7 - 9
10-2
11.6
13.3
14.6
SPIRAL
MA ANGLE (°)
3 - 9
5 - 7
7.9
9.4
11-1
13.0
13.3
13.3
13.3
17
25
36
45
57
79
84
87
88
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